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ABSTRACT  
 

This research project poses the question: How can we best exploit the 

interactive possibilities presented by new media in stories for children? By way 

of a response, I developed an interactive narrative for children aged five to ten 

years, Max the Apple. This multimodal picture book presents themes of 

friendship, loss, grief, and the cycles of nature, as well the representation of a 

range of cultural practices that respond to these themes.  

 

The story engages on three tiers: the first tier is the first-person narrative that is 

communicated by text, simple visuals, and a voice-over narration by a five-

year-old child; the second tier provides learning content associated with the 

story’s themes and accessed via interactive buttons; and the third tier presents 

games also related to the themes that further develop the participant’s 

investment in the narrative. The project aims to present an entertaining and 

challenging learning environment by retaining the affordances of traditional 

media, such as conventional narrative arcs and imaginative readership, while 

exploiting the possibilities of active participation offered by new media.  

 

This paper discusses the ways in which the project responds to concerns for the 

development of new-media objects that appeal to and encourage current 

generation attributes and skills. Such considerations are couched within an 

advocacy for pedagogical shifts to student-centred interactive learning and to 

multimodal literacy. I also address concerns for children’s cognition as they 

engage with increasingly immersive photo-realistic media. By enhancing a 

picture-book format with interactivity and games options, Max the Apple uses 

new media’s capacity to facilitate children’s active participation in narratives, 

to develop associated knowledge and an enthusiasm for learning, and to 

contemplate significant and complex themes within a playful environment. It 

simultaneously maintains a space between participant and text for critical 

reflection, interpretation, and contextualisation. The Max the Apple multimodal 

picture book project is presented as a blueprint and point of departure for 

future developments in interactive picture books for learning.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This research project considers and responds to the question: How can we best 

exploit the interactive possibilities presented by new media in stories for 

children? In designing an interactive, multimodal, picture book for children, 

Max the Apple, and testing its implementation in schools, I aimed to explore the 

ways in which a conventional narrative—with its attributes of causal arc and 

moral closure, of empathetic character and meaningful theme—might best 

take advantage of the active, playful, and self-directed engagement afforded 

by new media’s interactivity. Further, I hoped to create a story that might 

engage with children (across a breadth of competencies) through various 

modalities that respond to the broader approaches towards and 

understanding of literacy in current primary-level pedagogy. Max the Apple is 

designed for cross-curricula application, to synthesise, contextualise, and 

hopefully provide relevance to what may sometimes appear to children to be 

abstract and discrete topics across key learning areas. 

 

This exegesis discusses the ways in which my project responds to, and finds its 

place among contemporary discussions of the advantages of new media for 

children’s education; issues regarding the implementation of new media in 

current pedagogy; emerging pedagogical paradigms; and wider concerns 

regarding the impact of ubiquitous screen culture on today’s younger 

generations. 

 

Chapter 1 surveys literature that discusses the advantages of and key issues 

implicit in digital media for education. Ruth Wood (2010), Shazia Mumtaz (2001) 

and Patricia and Don Edgar (2008) draw attention to the disparity between 

home-computer use and the more comprehensive implementation of new 

media objects for learning in schools. Don Tapscott (2009) argues for a shift in 

pedagogical paradigms from outdated broadcast models to student-centred 

interactive approaches. The New London Group (1996), Gunther Kress (2003), 

Paul Chandler (2010) and Henry Jenkins et al. (2006) call for new definitions of 

and approaches to literacy that better equip children in critical engagements 

with contemporary multimodal environments, while Susan Greenfield (2008) 
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advocates the importance of contextual frames in providing a critical distance 

in new media exchanges.  

 

Chapter 2 more specifically considers stories as a teaching apparatus, and 

discusses interactive books. I review the pedagogical value of narrative, and 

introduce the Max the Apple project as an exemplar of new technology that 

enlivens ‘old media’. I then provide an overview of current offerings of 

interactive stories before analysing exemplary samples provided by iPad/Phone 

applications. Chapter 3 discusses Max the Apple in more detail, describing its 

graphic features and its multimodality and outlining the ways in which the 

project responds to the issues raised in Chapter 1. 

 

In August 2011, Max the Apple was tested in a Queensland school across 

grades two to five via written surveys, and by private video capture and 

interview. The objectives were to test the project’s functionality and capacity 

as an asset for literacy practices, assess the children’s enjoyment and 

engagement with the project, evaluate its communication as a multimodal 

teaching tool, and understand its cross-curricula value. Chapter 4 describes the 

process of testing the project’s effectiveness in the sample of selected children.  

 

It then presents and evaluates the data retrieved from this beta-testing. For 

privacy reasons, individual written responses and video footage have not been 

included in this submission. Should verification of results be required, special 

request must be made via Assoc Prof. Andi Spark. ‘The Beta-testing: School 

Surveys, Video Testing, and Filmed Interviews’ were granted ethical clearance 

by Griffith University Research Ethics and Integrity (refs: QCA 13 11 HREC; QCA 

14 11 HREC) and the research was conducted in accordance with the 

approved protocol. 
 

As I suggest in Chapter 4, this interactive picture book’s greatest pedagogical 

worth is as a mediated teaching tool. Chapter 5 provides further reflections, 

contextualising this project within my own practice and work experience. It also 

considers ways in which the project might be developed further, while Chapter 

6, the Conclusion, reiterates the key points of the project.  
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As discussed in Chapter 5, the production of the project’s studio component 

benefitted from the technical and creative contributions of various individuals. 

These contributions have been identified above under Acknowledgements, 

and credits are linked from the story’s title page. My roles and responsibilities 

included script, graphics, animation, interactive design (in consultation), 

creative direction and production management. 
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CHAPTER 1: DIGITAL MEDIA IN EDUCATION 

 

1.1 Possibilities Afforded by New Media 
 

Although debates continue in the popular media over the appropriate time 

children should spend interfacing with digital screen media, and pleas persist 

for a return to the physical childhood adventures of the suburban backyard (I 

share this nostalgia), it would seem that today’s children, at least in the 

developed world, have an undeniable relationship with digital media. Indeed, 

some have gone so far as label current generations as ‘digital natives’ (Prensky 

2001, 1). Thus, rather than expend energy on curbing the current generation’s 

enthusiasm for, and affinity with, digital media, there is a call from educational 

researchers (Tapscott 2009, Mumtaz 2001, Edgar and Edgar 2008, Jenkins et al 

2006, Papert 1996) to address how to exploit new technology in children’s 

learning; how do we nurture those skills naturally afforded by new media in 

engaging children with meaningful content? Joan Ganz Cooney, a founder of 

The Children’s Television Workshop (responsible for Sesame Street), argues that 

‘Now is the time to turn the new media that children have a natural attraction 

to into learning tools that will build their knowledge and broaden their 

perspectives’ (Cooney quoted in Levine 2009, 3). 

 

Today, many discussions worldwide focus on the perceived disconnection 

between children’s affinity to new technology and the lack of its 

comprehensive implementation within school curricula. Ruth Wood (2010, 5767) 

cites Marc Prensky in explaining that ‘proponents of the “digital native” debate 

would argue that whereas ICTs [Information and Communication Technologies] 

have changed the way we live, the school, by comparison, has not embraced 

the use of ICT and changed the way teachers teach or the way children can 

learn’. In her recent UK study, Wood (2010, 5767) discovered that:  

there now appears to be a greater digital divergence between the [use 
of computers in the] home and the school context. … Despite the 
existence and popularity of digital video games in the out-of-school 
context and a growing interest in their educational value, there is little 
evidence that these have found a place within the primary school 
curriculum.  
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In a study of computer use in the home and the school, Shazia Mumtaz found 

that ‘schools should learn from what works at home and enable children to 

work on activities they find valuable, motivational and worthwhile’ (2001, 347). 

She reports that ‘Children found school use of computers “tame” in comparison 

to home use. The most frequent activity on the school computer was word 

processing …’ (356). 

 

In Grown Up Digital, Don Tapscott (2009, 74) identifies eight ‘Net Generation 

norms’, which he argues are ‘distinctive attitudinal and behavioural 

characteristics that differentiate this generation from their baby-boom parents 

and other generations’. They include choice, customisation, transparency, 

integrity, collaboration, fun, speed, and innovation. These norms have 

developed in tandem with the attributes of digital technology; they are rooted, 

claims Tapscott, ‘in the different experience of today’s youth—especially with 

regard to their media diet. They have grown up being the actors, initiators, 

creators, players, and collaborators’(2009, 74). Neuro-scientific research in brain 

plasticity explores this perceived relationship between new technologies and 

these behavioural tendencies, which will be developed further in 1.2, ‘New 

Media Concerns’.  

 

Other scholars (Bennett, Maton and Kervin, 2008; Helsper and Eynon, 2009; 

Selwyn, 2009) question the evidential base of the digital native ‘myth’, 

challenging the link between age and a natural affinity with new technology. 

The skills-levels of current digital generations are more varied, they claim, than 

proponents of ‘the digital native’ would make out. Neil Selwyn (2009, 372) 

suggests that technical abilities are more closely related to access based on 

‘socio-economic status and social class, as well as gender, geography’ etc. 

There is a range of ‘social, cultural and cognitive backgrounds’ within these 

generations, he suggests, that generate a variety of ‘technological needs, 

interests and practices’. It may be that, as Sue Bennett, Karl Maton and Lisa 

Kervin (2008, 779) argue, ‘there is as much variation within the digital native 

generation as between the generations’. The ‘moral panic’ generated by the 

digital native debate (Bennett, Maton and Kervin, 2008, 782; Selwyn, 2009, 371) 

is not helpful in rationally addressing pedagogical concerns for current 

generations. Selwyn (2009, 369) suggests that implicit in the discourse is a 

disempowerment of older generations as sources of authority and guidance, 
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while Helsper and Eynon (2009, 19) are concerned that solutions to challenges 

currently facing education are being sought along essentially technologically 

determinist lines.  

 

Whether or not current generations harbour innate digital skills, and whether or 

not their brains are being shaped by very different stimuli to that which 

preceding generations responded to, the proliferation of digital media in 

contemporary culture, and the interest that these generations hold for these 

media is self-evident. Both sides of the debate concur on the potential of new 

media for learning; this paper asserts that with appropriate content, and under 

the guidance of educators providing, amongst other things, tuition in the 

traditional skills of research and evaluation, children’s interest in new media, 

and the participatory opportunities such media present, can be used in an 

educational context. The Max the Apple interactive picture book is presented 

as a prototype in exploiting this potential. 

 

Two new media attributes identified above as of particular relevance to the 

Max the Apple research project require definition –multimodality and 

interactivity. A ‘mode’ is described by Jeff Bezemer and Gunther Kress (2008, 

171) as ‘a socially and culturally shaped resource for making meaning’. In 

Literacy in the New Media Age (2003, 5), Kress explains that new information 

and communication technologies facilitate a multiplicity of modes in new 

media. ‘Multimodality is made easy, usual, “natural”’ by technologies ‘which 

use a single code for the representation of all information, irrespective of its 

initial modal realisation’. Multimodal texts can include written text, speech, still 

and moving images, music and sound effects, interactive activities and games. 

The implications for literacy presented by an increasingly multimodal new 

media are examined in the next section under ‘New Media Concerns’. An 

analysis of the research project as a multimodal text will be presented in 

Chapter 3.  

 

Interactivity as regards new media is broadly understood to be the ability to 

engage with and transform a text to various degrees. Lev Manovich (2002, 59) 

describes the range of possible interactions from ‘closed interactivity’ in which 

the user selects from ‘fixed elements arranged in a fixed branching structure’ to 

the more complex ‘open interactivity’ where ‘both the elements and the 
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structure of the whole object are either modified or generated on the fly in 

response to user's interaction with a program.’ David Buckingham and 

Margaret Scanlon (2003, 113) provide an overview of interactivity as it relates to 

educational media from ‘media that are more didactic or 'instructional', and 

offer relatively little control’ to ‘relatively unstructured or open-ended media 

that enable learners to find their own way through different sources of 

information at their own pace’. Between these two poles, they explain, are 

‘media such as programmed learning texts, which offer the learner a more 

limited range of choices within a pre-determined framework, and may allow 

more or less control over the sequence of activities or the kind of response.’ 

Due to the technical constraints of the current project, and its presentation as a 

linear narrative in the genre of the picture book, The Max the Apple research 

project can be identified among these latter media largely evidencing a 

closed interactivity with some elements of open interactivity. These elements, as 

well as considerations for future research that might facilitate higher degrees of 

open interactivity, will be discussed in Chapter 3 under ‘Interactivity and 

Games’. 

 

Educational research (Edgar and Edgar 2008, Tapscott 2009) indicates that 

children perform well in technology-assisted education that caters to the 

generational norms listed above. Such educational practices allow them to 

self-navigate (at their own pace and level and according to their interests and 

strengths), and collaborate, be challenged, and rewarded. Ultimately, they 

become active participants and meaning-makers. In their discussion paper on 

television, digital media, and children’s learning, which was commissioned by 

the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority, Patricia and Don Edgar 

(2008, 6) cite previous research that proposes that children who engage with 

interactive media demonstrate ‘superior spoken communication and 

cooperation’, ‘better phonological awareness’, the ability to tell ‘more 

sophisticated stories’, and ‘better writing skills’. Moreover, they assert that 

‘interactive story books allow children to control the story and ask for help and 

get it’ (Edgar and Edgar 2008, 6). In reference to a 1997 report, Tapscott (2009, 

133) claims that, compared with students enrolled in conventionally taught 

courses, students who use computer-mediated instruction ‘generally achieve 

higher scores on summary examinations, learn their lessons in less time, like their 

classes more, and develop more positive attitudes towards the subject matter’. 
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These results, he suggests, are evident across curricula and throughout the 

years of schooling. 

 
As the once popularly held fear that computers contribute to an alienated, 

isolated, and disenfranchised youth retracts, new technology is increasingly 

acknowledged for its role in enhancing children’s self-concept. Today, 

technology is being acknowledged for its potential in improving attitudes 

towards learning, broadening literacy, and increasing social awareness and 

connectedness. Edgar and Edgar (2008, 6) suggest that ‘computer activity 

motivates and produces a longer attention span and enhances self-concept 

and attitudes to learning because it insists on mastery from level to level’. They 

report that in 2006, the Federation of American Scientists issued a statement 

supporting the use of computer- and video-games in classrooms, which 

asserted ‘educational games are fundamentally different than prevailing 

instruction because they’re based on challenge, reward, learning through 

doing and guided discovery in contrast to the “tell and test” methods of 

traditional instruction’ (the Federation of American Scientists in Edgar and 

Edgar 2008, 7). 

 

Wood (2010) states that opportunities to communicate in multimodal forms 

have been enhanced and increased through the existence of ICTs, which, in 

turn, has given rise to debates centred on what it is to be ‘literate’ and 

arguments for ‘multiliteracies’, or ‘new literacies’. Gunther Kress (2003, 1) 

describes a ‘broad move from the now centuries-long dominance of writing to 

the new dominance of the image’. Coupled with the shift from the dominance 

of the medium of the book to that of the screen, he describes ‘a revolution in 

the uses and effects of literacy.’ In A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies (1996), The 

New London Group proposes a ‘metalanguages’ model in response to ‘the 

increasing complexity and interrelationship of different modes of meaning’ 

evident in contemporary media. The model equips students with a knowledge 

of, and facility in, the range of representational resources across Linguistic 

Design, Visual Design, Audio Design, Gestural Design, Spatial Design and 

Multimodal Design (1996, 78).  

 
New media is being examined for its capacity to facilitate, in new and powerful 

ways, long-held values, such as social connectedness, active citizenship, social 
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awareness, and tolerance. American-based researchers Henry Jenkins et al. 

(2006, 3) identify ‘peer-to-peer learning’, ‘the diversification of cultural 

expression’, and ‘a more empowered conception of citizenship’ among the 

benefits of the ‘participatory culture’ that has grown out of web 2.0, games 

culture, and social media. New media, Edgar and Edgar (2008, 10) claim, 

provide ‘visual, verbal, emotional, social and even physical modes of dealing 

with the world’. They go on to say: 

If the task of early childhood is defined as ‘learning to find your way 
around in the world’, then the mass media and the tools of modern 
technology have the potential to help in this task by taking every child 
well beyond the intimate confines of the family home to a wealth of ‘life 
experiences’ to discover who they are in relation to the wider human 
family and their social and physical environment. (Edgar and Edgar 
2008, 10)  

 

In the next sub-section, I examine challenges that are central to realising these 

new media potentials, namely, access, pedagogy, and guidance. 

 

 

1.2 New Media Concerns 

1.2.1 Access  

 

If it were possible to define generally the mission of education, one could 
say that its fundamental purpose is to ensure that all students benefit 
from learning in ways that allow them to participate fully in public, 
community, and economic life. (New London Group 1996, 60) 

  

A ‘broader view of literacy’ is advocated by The New London Group to 

facilitate inclusivity and in order to negotiate ‘the multiple linguistic and cultural 

differences’ presented in contemporary society (1996, 60).  

 

While much effort has been invested into worldwide access for children to 

computers, notably the ‘One Laptop per Child Projects’ into the developing 

world’ (http//:one.laptop.org), increasingly more portable (and affordable) 

devices may expedite these access initiatives to encourage ‘anywhere, 

anytime learning’ and ‘to advance digital equity’ (Shuler 2009, 17). Yet, access 

to hardware is insufficient; attention is being drawn to the educational 

frameworks that support an informed and participatory access. Jenkins et al 

(2006, 8) argue that ‘a focus on expanding access to new technologies carries 
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us only so far’, educators and mentors, they say, need to ‘foster the skills and 

cultural knowledge’ required to evaluate and contextualise accessible data 

and to participate ethically in online networks. These considerations will be 

taken up below in 1.3, ‘Critical Reflection and Guidance’.  

 

‘Access’ can now be seen to apply to the flexibility of content, the ways in 

which digital media are being incorporated across curricula, and the 

pedagogies that support and encourage new literacies and digital learning 

experiences. As I will discuss in Chapter 2, Max the Apple’s universal narrative, 

its interactivity, and its multimodality provide accessibility by appealing to the 

varied competencies and preferences of today’s children.  Its applications 

across key learning areas speak to the utility of interactive learning objects 

across the curriculum. As a mediated teaching tool in communication studies, 

Max the Apple’s multimodal presentation provides scope for analysis and 

critique. Considerations regarding further development of the project in 

Chapter 4 answer to its potential in online networks for collaboration and 

authoring.  

 

 

1.2.2 Pedagogy 

1.2.2.1 Modes of Teaching 

 

I believe we can help this generation live up to their potential in this 
digital world by dumping the Industrial Age model of education and 
replacing it with a new one. Instead of focusing on the teacher, the 
education system should focus on the student. Instead of lecturing, 
teachers should interact with students and help them discover for 
themselves. Instead of delivering a one-size-fits-all form of education, 
schools should customize the education to fit each child’s individual way 
of learning. Instead of isolating students, the schools should encourage 
them to collaborate. (Tapscott 2009, 122) 

 

In his statement above, Tapscott—a leading authority on innovation and 

technology (The Thinkers 50, 2011)—advocates ‘interactive learning’ over old-

style ‘broadcast learning’. Tapscott believes that the information-delivery 

model—that is, text-centric, instructional, and individualistic— should secede to 

pedagogical models based on discovery and evaluation, customisation, 

collaboration, and multi-literacy. Such a paradigmatic shift would correspond 
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to the new-media attributes (and possibilities) of access (to data and networks 

for all children), connectivity, and interactivity (Dresang 2008), while capitalising 

on current generation attributes and interests. Wood (2010, 5768) refers to Veen 

and Vrakking, who maintain that the “Homo zappien” ‘demands content 

which is media-rich, interactive, immediate in its feedback and student-centric 

rather than teacher-reliant’.  

 

Advocates of a more flexible approach to education—informed by, rather 

than in denial of current generation digital skills—argue that by restricting 

children to a text-based instructional and individualistic mode of education, 

one risks discouraging children from pursuing life-long learning by stifling natural 

curiosity and inclinations towards independent learning. Seymour Papert (1996, 

68) suggests that ‘the scandal of education is that every time you teach 

something, you deprive a child of the pleasure and benefit of discovery’. 

Papert offers a ‘constructivist solution’ (68 -70) to the dilemma of providing 

children with direction while managing not to stifle independent thinking. By 

enriching a child’s learning environment with new kinds of materials (be they 

physical or digital) with which the child can inquire/construct/resolve, adults 

enhance learning without ‘eroding the child’s sense of self and self-confidence’ 

through ‘instruction’. As already indicated, and a theme I will further explore, 

digital technologies that might facilitate these new modes of learning are 

currently under-utilised within the school curriculum both in Australia and 

overseas. Moreover, when access is available, the pedagogical frames for the 

best use of such technologies are often outmoded: 

The possibilities of the new media for education have as yet barely been 
explored. It may look as though we have adopted new media in the 
classroom. However, these media have a deceptive capacity to do old 
things. (Cope & Kalantzis 2007, 79)  

 

This paper explores the ways in which digital stories can be utilized for new 

models of interactive independent learning. The Max the Apple multimodal 

interactive picture book incorporates games, text, still and moving visuals, 

voice-over, music, and sound effects to promote active participation and to 

engage children in literacy practices across various modalities. Interactive 

options that progress the narrative and that link to associated facts and 

curiosities allow for self-paced inquiry, and provide a sense of control and 

invested learning.  
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1.2.2.2 Literacy 

 

New technologies have facilitated the production of and access to media that 

communicates through the written word, audio, still- and moving-images, 

hyperlinks and interactivity. To ‘read’ and to ‘write’ now must take on other 

meanings beyond the primacy of the written word. The implications for literacy 

in education are clear if the aim is to encourage and equip children with the 

skills necessary to survive and excel in media-rich digitally connected societies.  

 

The complex combinations of ‘images, signs, words, sounds and symbols’ 

generated by ICTs ‘calls into question existing pedagogical practice in literacy 

education’ (Wood 2010, 005768). Wood explains that students are now required 

to ‘interpret multi-layered, multimodal texts that often connect and merge 

together in a “bricolage” of media’. Nevertheless, Paul Chandler (2010,18) 

describes the ‘pedagogic chasm between writing pedagogies of the past still 

dominating most children's school experience and the multimodal, dynamic 

publishing practices that increasingly and routinely children engage in.’ 

Chandler, Annemaree O’Brien, and Len Unsworth  (2010, 3) advocate a ‘focus 

on ‘grammatical design’ to equip students with an understanding of how 

‘linguistic, visual, spatial, gestural and audio resources can be ordered and 

structured to make meaning’. Because the language-modes of speech and 

writing ‘are now a part of the whole landscape of the many modes available 

for representation’, Kress (2003, 35) argues for a theoretical change in literacy 

from linguistics to semiotics ‘from a theory that accounted for language alone 

to a theory that can account equally well for gesture, speech, image, writing, 

3D objects, colour, music and no doubt others’. Bezemer and Kress (2008, 171) 

advocate a focus on the ‘affordances’ of the different modes —an 

understanding of their ‘specific potentials and constraints for making meaning’. 

If, for example, writing is governed by ‘the logic of sequence of its elements in 

time’, and the image is governed by ‘the logic of simultaneity of its 

visual/depicted elements’ in space (Kress 2003, 1-2), then each mode can be 

exploited for its specific effects according to the requirements of message, 

context and user. Bezemer and Kress (2008, 174) describe ‘design’ as ‘the 

practice where modes, media, frames, and sites of display on the one hand, 
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and rhetorical purposes, the designer’s interests, and the characteristics of the 

audience on the other are brought into coherence with each other’. In 

multimodal communication, Kress stresses, the concept of design is central to 

‘informed, reflective and productive practice’ (Kress 2003, 37). 

 

Jenkins et al. (2006, 4) identify an even more significant shift in appreciating 

contemporary literacy, as individual expression is understood within a 

connected media landscape:  

The new literacies almost all involve social skills developed through 
collaboration and networking. These skills build on the foundation of 
traditional literacy, research skills, technical skills, and critical analysis skills 
taught in the classroom. 

 

Importantly, they stress that traditional skills should be augmented rather than 

replaced in new-media conceptions of literacy. The possibilities of unmediated 

access and collaboration afforded by new media have put more of an onus 

on strong research and analytical skills.   

 

As evidenced, these writers call for the definitions of literacy to be reappraised 

in light of new-media attributes and current generation digital skills. Educators 

and parents will be doing children a disservice should they not equip them with 

the means and abilities to ‘read’, research, evaluate, and ‘write’ across the 

various modalities that comprise contemporary digital media. In this light, 

multimodal learning objects act as a viable conduit for content across 

curricula, and as a rich resource for literacy analysis and critique.   

 

1.2.2.3 Content 

In their paper on ‘Television, Digital Media and Children’s Learning’, Edgar and 

Edgar (2008, 11) advise that ‘to fully realize this potential of the media as a tool 

for learning will … require the development of new media content that will 

serve as both a resource and an agent in the cause of a meaningful education 

revolution’. They recommend that a ‘new Children’s Media Standards 

Committee’ be established, with a focus on ‘quality and value to the healthy 

social and physical development of children and building on the learning 

potential of the new media for children’s own creativity and control’ (2008, 15). 
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It would seem that the current challenge is how to adapt and develop the 

range of home-use computer content/applications for educational purposes. 

Wood (2010) finds that ‘multimedia texts, including computer games, are not 

embedded within the (UK) school culture’; in their Australian report, Edgar and 

Edgar (2008, 6) have found that while ‘games can be used with positive results 

to assist learning from [grades] 3–8 … so far there have been relatively limited 

attempts to integrate game-playing into the classroom in Australia’. They find 

that games being sold to teach mathematics and reading and comprehension 

‘can be overtly didactic with content that is little more than drill with graphics’, 

while puzzle games ‘are now beginning to realize the promise of technology 

and learning’. Media education, they suggest, ‘should be expanded beyond a 

narrow focus on media literacy skills to include the content and learning 

potential of all forms of the new digital media’ (2008, 12). 

 

Mitchel J. Resnick et al. argue that the challenge of exploiting computer 

environments for creative learning environments lies in addressing our 

antiquated attitudes to new media. In “Five Commentaries: Looking to the 

Future” (2000, 173), Resnick et al. pose the question: ‘Which of these three does 

not belong: computers, television, finger paint?’ Contrary to common 

assumptions, their answer is television: ‘Computers will not live up to their full 

potential until we start to think of them more like finger paint and less like 

television… Computers, like finger paint, blocks, and beads, can be used as a 

“material” for making things’ (Resnick et al. 2000, 173). 

 

Clearly, these sand-box computer applications (featuring open 

interactivity/non-linear game-play) are beyond the scope of this interactive 

picture-book project. It is important, however, in this section, to acknowledge 

and appreciate the range of educational possibilities afforded by digital 

technologies not yet exploited for learning. For the interactive picture book, this 

would mean meaningful content presented in innovative ways that engage 

children and inspire them to learn. Chapter 3 will outline the ways in which the 

Max the Apple project utilises interactivity via embedded games, narrative 

options, and links to thematic content, and a multimodal presentation to 

enliven and extend the themes and lessons of a conventional narrative. Its 

value as a mediated teaching tool across curricula and its potential as a 

networked learning object and within media packages will also be discussed.  
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1.2.3 Critical Reflection and Guidance 

 

Based on her research into the plasticity of the brain and its changes over time 

in response to various stimuli, neuroscientist Susan Greenfield (2008) fears for 

future generations of digital natives who, immured in virtual experiences for 

much of their waking life, might lose touch, or more to the point, might not 

develop, the everyday contextual experiences that, for the ‘People of the 

Book’, temper screen experiences.  
 

Perhaps future generations will live instead (of our present physical 
reality), in the fast-paced, immediate world of screen experience: a 
world arguably trapped in early childhood, where the infant doesn’t yet 
think metaphorically. It’s a world, remember, that lacks the checks and 
balances of the adult mind: reality can blur easily into fantasy, since 
there is no read-off against past conversations, thoughts or events … 
—a world of immediate response rather than one of reflective initiative. 
(Greenfield 2008, 180) 

 

Within the blurred distinctions between reality and a plethora of digital data 

and impressions that have become our screen-dominated contemporary 

cultures, a sense of self might be harder to locate and identify than in eras 

where the book dominated learning. As a result, according to Greenfield, it is 

more difficult for the young to assemble a continuing personal narrative with 

which to process and assimilate an on/in-screen experience. Greenfield is 

concerned that in this environment of customisations, of high data turnover 

and of ephemeral experience, a generation of ‘Nobodies’ is emerging whose 

personal narratives are nebulous, and therefore lack a: ‘personalised 

conceptual framework through which we can relate incoming information to 

what we “know” already’, and therefore the ability to ‘see one thing in terms of 

something else, or more usually in terms of many things’ (2008, 165-66). 

 

Although Greenfield’s proposals might appear a little extreme1, there is 

consensus on aspects of her argument. Marc Prensky (2001), a strong advocate 

of new media in education, suggests that new media might be neglecting its 

                                                 
1 A number of reviewers have criticised her book as speculative, challenging her leaps 
of faith from biochemical processes to societal behaviours (O'Grady 2008, Hawkes 
2008, Thompson 2008). 
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digital natives in regards to one key aspect of the learning experience: 

reflection. He explains that: 

Reflection is what enables us, according to many theorists, to generalize, 
as we create ‘mental models’ from our experience. It is, in many ways, 
the process of learning from experience. In our twitch-speed world, there 
is less and less time and opportunity for reflection, and this development 
concerns many people. (Prensky 2001, 5) 

 

Undoubtedly, locating present experience within theoretical, personal, and 

historical social frames provides resonance and space within which to 

extrapolate, process, and reflect. That present generations lack these frames is, 

of course, arguable. Nevertheless, it is feasible that digital media which prioritise 

motor skills and speed, end-gaming over process, and which allow 

unprecedented access to ‘bits’ of (disembodied) information risk drawing the 

participant into a self-referential world of customised designs and narratives—

an environment in which discrimination and evaluation is on the basis of 

pleasure and displeasure. 

 

One possible solution to Greenfield’s concerns is to create media that allows for 

the possibility of a critical distance between text and participant, thus 

facilitating reflection. Immersion in virtual spaces —that is, the perception that 

participants are within or part of a simulated environment— is held up as a key 

distinguishing feature of new media. On one hand, immersion can mean a 

heightened interaction with new media, enhanced participant agency, and 

therefore new ways of learning —a significant development in screen culture 

bent on breaking ‘the fourth wall’. On the other hand, immersion can point to a 

loss of contextual elements that maintain autonomy, discrimination, and 

reflection. These concerns are most poignant when we consider the subject 

matter and limited choices available to, for example, the players of first-person 

shooter games. In his paper on the subject, Dan Pinchbeck explains (2006, 400) 

that in such environments, the first-person point-of-view immersion is 

compounded by ‘allowed action [that] still essentially reduces to pulling the 

trigger at most given opportunities’. According to Pinchbeck:  

The formal structures limit potential for exploration of alternative actions 
which, when coupled with a tiny field of content and a seductively 
hyper-real environment, create a narrow corridor of simplistic 
behavioural response and highly limited searches for solutions to any 
given situation or conflict. (2006, 407) 
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In response to these issues, in Chapter 3’s ‘Graphics’ section, I discuss how the 

simple graphics and picture book format of Max the Apple help to secure a 

reflective space and imaginative relationship between text and reader.  

 

Another means of facilitating critical reflection is to foster and develop 

contextual frames for digital-narrative experiences. Such contextual 

considerations might be inbuilt into new-media learning objects. Greenfield 

(2008, 285) would like to see ‘abstract concepts, such as freedom or free will or 

love’ developed within new media and presented across various examples 

such that participants are encouraged to reflect on common conceptual 

frames ‘above and beyond visual icons’. Such presentations might include:  

a time for the essential consolidation that occurs naturally as you turn the 
pages of a book, but then pause to stare at the wall as the ideas 'sink in'. 
This is the time when you will be measuring up the new idea against the 
checks and balances of your own idiosyncratic conceptual framework. 
(Greenfield 2008, 285) 

 

Contextual frames might be facilitated across media. A comparative and 

reflective overview might be provided in exposing children to various kinds of 

media that address the same or similar topics. Such media experiences 

inevitably feed off and into each other as a child makes sense of their 

surrounding world of diverse stimuli. According to Jo Westbrook (1999, 42), 

children learn across platforms; they search for meaning, and complement 

what they have learned on television with print, web, etc; their world is a matrix 

of learning the one concept from various sources.  

 

Above and beyond inbuilt and comparative contextual frames, guidance by 

parents, teachers, and mentors is deemed essential in helping children 

negotiate digital experiences. Such assistance can provide children with 

cultural, ethical, and personal frames with which to evaluate and draw 

significance from an unprecedented access to networked information, 

artefacts and opinion. Johannes Fromme (2003) argues that ‘the pedagogical 

task remains to actively and also critically accompany the children's process of 

growing up and developing their relationship to the cultural world … to secure 

a plurality of resources and challenges they can use to develop their cognitive, 

social, and physical abilities’. Edgar and Edgar (2008, 9) cite a consensus of 

research on children and television emphasising that ‘children learn most when 
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their parents or other adults “mediate” what they are seeing or doing, whether 

that is on the TV screen or in the kindergarten classroom’. Jenkins et al. (2006, 8) 

argue that ‘Our goals should be to encourage youth to develop the skills, 

knowledge, ethical frameworks, and self-confidence needed to be full 

participants in contemporary culture.’ They warn against ‘youth [who] acquire 

these skills on their own without adult intervention or supervision. ... [We need to] 

engage them in critical dialogues that help them to articulate more fully their 

intuitive understandings of these experiences’ (Jenkins et al. 2006, 12). Sonia 

Livingstone (2004, 6) concurs, highlighting the need for evaluative skills in 

generations growing up with digital media:  

Evaluation is crucial to literacy: Imagine the World Wide Web user who 
cannot distinguish dated, biased, or exploitative sources, unable to 
select intelligently when overwhelmed by an abundance of information 
and services.  

 

She goes on to say that only if such skills are foregrounded in considerations of 

media literacy for education, ‘will people be positioned not merely as selective, 

receptive, and accepting but also as participating, critical; in short, not merely 

as consumers but also as citizens’ (Livingstone 2004, 11). 

 

Having explored some of the inherent issues pertaining to new media and its 

application in education, the next chapter will introduce the role that stories 

play in children’s learning. I will discuss the ways in which the archetypal story 

and interactivity of the Max the Apple picture book asserts and enables access 

to overarching ethical and cultural frames, and articulates connections across 

key learning areas of the students’ curriculum. This paper will highlight the ways 

in which Max the Apple, as an interactive storybook, provides scope and 

opportunity for the book era affordances of reflection and imaginative space, 

while capitalising on the connections, contextualisation, and agency made 

possible by interactive technologies. 
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CHAPTER 2: INTERACTIVE STORIES 

 

2.1 Stories for Learning 
 

Stories provide essential lessons in socialisation, offering exemplars—characters, 

relationships, actions—within accepted ethical frames. Stories personify and 

universalise; they offer various points of view. As teaching tools across various 

curricula, stories can engage and inspire, coalescing facts from diverse learning 

areas into a relatable and cohesive whole. Indeed, as I will show, stories can lay 

the foundation for literacy across various modalities.  

 

In discussing the applications of narrative in teaching and learning for adults, 

Marsha Rossiter (2002, 1) highlights the potential of the story to personalise the 

communication of knowledge and create new experiences: ‘It is the 

particularity of the story … that evokes a fuller response than does a simple 

statement of fact’. Stories provide the familiar backbone from which a 

reader/participant might venture into personally relevant terrain; ‘…stories 

enable us to engage with new knowledge, broader perspectives, and 

expanded possibilities because we encounter them in the familiar territory of 

human experience’ (Rossiter 2002, 1). 

 

Edgar and Edgar (2008, 4) argue that, as ‘social glue’, stories ‘give children a 

shared purpose, a roadmap for their lives and teach them about their feelings, 

their tribe, their culture and their place in the world’. Stories help children 

develop emotionally; they suggest that children need to see and hear stories 

that help them ‘work through their fears in a positive manner. They need to 

learn to share, to appreciate others, to know that jealousy, greed and anger 

are feelings we all have that we must learn to control’ (Edgar and Edgar, 2008, 

5). 

 

In her examination of literature as a ‘motivating medium’ for the teaching of 

English as a foreign language in primary schools, Irma K. Ghosn (2000) explores 

the potential for stories to instill in children what psychologist Daniel Goleman 

(1995) has described as ‘emotional intelligence’; Ghosn explains:  
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emotional intelligence is the understanding of feelings, both one’s own 
and those of others, and the ability to use that knowledge in making 
decisions in life. It is also the ability to maintain an optimistic outlook in 
the face of difficulties. (Ghosn 2000, 177) 

 

The restorative schema of conventional narrative provides an instructive 

framework for engaging children with universal themes of ‘fear, courage, hope, 

love, belonging, and the need to achieve’ (Ghosn 2000, 174). Ghosn argues 

that literature can: 

act as a powerful change agent by developing pupils’ intercultural 
awareness while at the same time nurturing empathy, a tolerance for 
diversity, and emotional intelligence. This is an important consideration at 
a time when our world is becoming smaller, yet increasingly hostile. 
(Ghosn 2000, 172) 

 

In their analysis of ‘stories as instruments for suspenseful knowledge transfer’, 

Stefan Göbel et al. (n.d.) identify ‘linearity, plot, characterisation, textual 

coherence, resolution and closure’ as central to a strong story-line. Such 

features actively engage children in subject matter across the breadth of the 

curriculum. The essential instructive nature of story is highlighted by Greenfield: 

The fact that such thought is directed by someone else, the author, is 
surely a prerequisite for anyone, but especially for the young, to arrive at 
intellectual destinations that would have been impossible alone and 
unguided. (Greenfield 2008, 167) 

 

Partiality to the importance of the written word aside2, stories provide the 

archetypal structure that can engage and inspire regardless of the mode of 

communication. Of central importance is the story’s familiarity, its ability to 

prompt imagination and empathy, and to create ‘experiential meaning’ for 

the reader/participant. In ‘Reader Response to Interactive Computer Books’ 

(1995), Meei-Ling Liaw Chu found that interactive computer books were 

particularly effective in supporting aesthetic, or experiential reading. With 

reference to the distinctions made in reading experiences by education and 

literature theorist Louise Rosenblatt, Chu (1995, 362) explains that ‘Efferent 

reading is to search for accurate information [while] aesthetic reading focuses 

on evoking experiential meaning from the text’. As I will later show, Max the 

Apple interfaces between the experiential potentials of story (as outlined 

                                                 
2 Even such passionate advocates of participatory media as Jenkins et al. (2006, 19) 
maintain the primacy of reading and writing in contemporary literacy education. 
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above) and an interactive multimodal platform, ultimately facilitating an active 

engagement from the reader.  

 

 

2.2 An Interactive Story: Max the Apple 
 

An interactive narrative for children aged five to ten years, Max the Apple 

presents themes of friendship, loss, grief, the cycles of nature, and the 

representation of a range of cultural practices in response to these themes. The 

story engages on three levels: the first is the first-person narrative 

communicated by text and simple visuals, and narrated by a five-year-old 

child; the second provides learning content associated with the story’s themes 

and accessed via interactive buttons; while the third presents games also 

related to the themes, which further develop the participant’s investment in the 

narrative and promote a sense of playful learning.  

 

The project aims to present an entertaining and challenging learning 

environment by retaining the affordances of traditional media, such as 

conventional narrative arcs and imaginative readership, while exploiting the 

possibilities of active participation offered by new media. By enhancing a 

picture-book format with interactivity and games options, Max the Apple 

capitalises on new media’s ability to facilitate children’s active participation in 

the narrative, to develop associated knowledge and an enthusiasm for 

learning, and to contemplate significant and complex themes within a playful 

environment. At the same time it maintains a space between participant and 

text for critical reflection, interpretation, and contextualisation. 

 

Max the Apple employs a conventional narrative arc that features the narrative 

devices of plot, characterisation, causality, and closure. These devices hold 

reader attention, create empathy with character and predicament, and, 

importantly, provide the (mythic) structure that a reader can apply to and 

make sense of their lives. Employing a first-person perspective to heighten 

immediacy and to facilitate this application, Max the Apple plots out the 

experience of the protagonist as they encounter Max on their window-sill on 

‘one sunny day’, forge a friendship with the apple, and then confront the end 

of a relationship and the loss of a friend as Max inevitably decomposes. Max’s 
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passing, however, is made sense of with the identification of a remnant seed 

that requires planting so that the cycle of life can continue.  

 

Hunter McEwan considers two types of narrative, ‘coercive narratives’ and 

‘emancipatory narratives’, when discussing approaches to narrative in research 

on teaching. As he notes, ‘The former are persuasive and seek to constrain 

belief; the latter are expressive and offer processes for creating new meanings’ 

(McEwan 1997, 85). The narrative outlined above situates Max the Apple within 

a coercive context, because it imparts factual information (about life cycles, 

religious and cultural practices, medical history, etc. as articulated through 

interactive selections) and encourages social practices based on a moral code 

of creativity, positivity, and caring. Equally, the conventional closure provides 

certainty (and the framework for the possibility of a gently humorous treatment 

of potentially weighty themes, such as death and grief). At the same time, due 

to its allegorical and essentialist nature, Max the Apple can be seen to operate 

as an emancipatory narrative. The simplicity and universality of this archetypal 

narrative offers the chance for personal identification (and re-

contextualisation) and cross-cultural applications (some of which can indeed 

be pursued through interactive options); the story acts like a metaphor and 

symbol capable of courting various interpretations and participant meaning-

making. As Rossiter writes in praise of the personalisation function of narrative, 

‘We must fill in, from our own store of knowing, that which is unspoken. In so 

doing, we create as well as discover meaning, and we pose the questions we 

ourselves need to answer’ (Rossiter 2002, 3).  

 

New media allows content for children to be approached in various ways, for 

example, via games, virtual-learning environments, and the kinds of sand-box 

approaches advocated by Resnick (2000, 173) above. As it engages with 

narrative, new media facilitates the open-endedness and multiplicity of 

meaning embraced by pedagogical approaches that place as much 

emphasis on writing and the creation of content—on participation and 

agency—as on traditional reading/reception. 

 

In her research, Ilana Snyder considers the impact of new media on narrative 

and proposes that ‘hypertext differs from printed text by offering users multiple 

paths through a body of information: it allows users to make their own 
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connections and to produce their own meanings’ (2006, n.p.)3. She explains 

that ‘in electronic narratives, narrative chunks do not follow one another in a 

page-turning, forward direction ... (rather) space is multi-dimensional and 

theoretically infinite’ (2006, n.p.). Snyder cites Lev Manovich in identifying the 

database at the far end of the spectrum of culturally significant digital forms: 

‘as a new symbolic form, … a new way to structure our experience of ourselves 

and of the world’ (Manovich 2002,194). 

 

While Max the Apple is situated towards the opposite (and more traditional) 

pole of these cultural forms—at least according to its linear first-person narrative 

tier—the opportunities to explore information and to play games on the second 

and third tiers attest to the project’s objective of furthering the possibilities of 

what stories might do in the digital realm. While holding to the strengths of an 

instructive uni-linear story (as discussed above), Max the Apple exploits the new 

media possibilities of linked information, self-navigation and active participation 

within a multimodal platform. Further developments, currently beyond the 

scope of this project, which might broaden its learning and playful possibilities 

and enhance its themes and accessibility, could include multiple narrative 

pathways and circular narratives, web hyperlinks, and collaborative authorship.  

 

This research project is presented as a blueprint and point of departure for 

future possibilities in learning objects. Employing simple graphics, animation, 

and activities, Max the Apple provides an example of how picture books for 

children might best exploit interactive technology for playful learning. This 

paper contends that while other more recent digital picture books might 

employ similar applications, none have yet been identified that utilise 

interactivity with the same degree of integration and evident pedagogical 

possibilities.  

 

2.3 Contextualising Max within Other Stories on Offer  
 

Research thus far has revealed little in the way of engaging contemporary 

interactive stories for children; older formats (static image and text) are clung 

to, with few examples featuring interaction beyond page turning and limited 

                                                 
3 Citations made to Snyder here are in reference to the online paper. 
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animated hotspots. As Ruth Clark suggests (2002, 3), ‘For each new technology 

that appears on the scene, we typically start by treating it like older media with 

which we are familiar.’ Similarly, Lev Manovich (2006, 28) suggests that ‘One 

way in which change happens in nature, society, and culture is inside out.’ He 

explains that just as twentieth-century cars first ‘emulated the form of the horse 

carriage’ so too new media initially emulates old media. Kathleen Roskos et al. 

(2009, 219) distinguish e-books from traditional print storybooks in their use of 

‘multimedia to support or enhance text on the screen. The addition of visual 

features (e.g., special effects), auditory features (e.g., music) and animation 

(e.g., movement) make an e-book more film-like in presentation.’ The 

educational affordances of this multimodal delivery are discussed later in 

Chapter 3; it is the scope of interactive possibilities in digital stories for children 

that I contend remains underexploited in contemporary offerings. Beyond 

audio, visual and animation enhancements, interactive stories might 

incorporate games, activities and links which can both invest children in the 

narrative (and its lessons) and broaden their considerations to related 

contextual themes and topics.  

 

In their 2003 Netherlands-based survey of electronic books, Maria T. de Jong 

and Adriana G. Bus found that, despite ‘the proliferation’ on offer, 

Parents and teachers who wish to use books on the computer are still 
facing a lack of choice. Many weak, ineffective examples, 
characterised by the low quality of their multimedia additions and with 
few possibilities for interaction with facets of the story, populate the 
numerous ranks of CD-ROMs. (de Jong and Bus 2003, 160) 

 

Their sample took in fifty-five books, each produced between 1995 and 2002, 

and the researchers aimed to assess the extent to which they supported 

children’s literacy. They identified the following features:  

 

- dynamic visuals and sound effects,  

- starting and restarting the oral reading of (parts of) the text, 

- printed text that brightens or changes colour or size while the text is 

narrated,  

- a dictionary to explain difficult words,  

- hotspots in illustrations that activate animations,  

- hotspots in text that activate the pronunciation of words or phrases,  

- an option that provides an overview of all screens,  
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- and games and songs that are more or less related to the story content. 

(de Jong and Bus 2003, 151) 

 

Most of the sample featured only a few of these multimedia and interactive 

options. Of the three subtypes de Jong and Bus identified, they found 

‘interactive books’, which employ the greatest amount of multimedia and 

interactive functions, to be ‘the most promising prototype’ (de Jong and Bus 

2003, 158). Max the Apple fits within this subtype, evidencing most of the 

functions listed above except for those associated with an ‘early reader’4 (Max 

the Apple is aimed at an older audience—five-to-ten-year olds—and its 

curricula application is not limited to English). In addition to the functions listed 

above, de Jong and Bus rated books according to the quality (i.e., legibility) of 

print and the congruence between story and hotspots (de Jong and Bus 2003, 

155). Across the fifty-five examples, the results were fairly even in terms of 

legibility. Against this criterion, Max the Apple would appear to feature a 

coherent design (although the print would be a little small were it to be pitched 

as an early reader).   

 

However, it was the second category in which the majority of the samples fared 

badly; de Jong and Bus asserted that only 9.4% of the books featured hotspots 

that were ‘mostly congruent or integral with the story’. I believe that Max the 

Apple distinguishes itself from the majority of contemporary interactive stories in 

the way that its games and activities are integrated into the narrative (which I 

will demonstrate in the next chapter). Such congruence can be seen to 

enhance the understanding of and investment in narrative and the 

development of its key themes.  

 

 

2.4 Children’s Storybook Applications 
 

Currently, it is the area of interactive story applications for iPad and iPhone that 

bears the most potential for interactivity in digital storybooks. At the beginning 

of this research project, the now-ubiquitous Apple iPhones and iPads did not 

exist. By July 2011, according to a post made by ‘Bill’ (2011) to 

                                                 
4 An early reader targets children with beginning level reading skills, generally from ages 
four to seven. 
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padgadget.com, over 100,000 dedicated iPad applications were available via 

the Apple store, with the same number of iPhone applications being attained in 

2009. As at July 2011, the Android market lagged behind in applications for 

tablets, however it featured 200, 000 applications for Android phones (‘Bill.’ 

2011). In just four years, the growth in applications for mobile devices has grown 

exponentially. In addition to the countless applications for business, education, 

music, games, news, social networking, and photography, ‘apps for kids’ is a 

significant category. Within the children’s sub-categories featured on the Apple 

iTunes App Store (http://itunes.apple.com/au/genre/mobile-software-

applications), many opportunities present themselves for engaging play and 

learning. In September 2011, games applications for kids ranged from Lola’s 

Alphabet Train to Monster Trucks Nitro and Barbie Doll’d Up Nails, the 

educational category included ABC Wildlife! and Introduction to Letters by 

Montessorium, while creativity applications featured Etch A Sketch and 

PlayTime Theater. However, I would assert that in the sub-category of 

‘Interactive Books’—the focus and concern of this research—the range of 

interactivities and their integration into stories offered by current examples is 

limited. Further, the educational opportunities afforded by hotspots that link to 

associated information (and development of themes) is scant. It would appear 

that in the category of storybook applications, the nexus between education 

and play is deemed either non-profitable or in some way unwieldy. Max the 

Apple aims to counter such assumptions. 

 

Interactive books featured on www.bestkidsapps.com, such as Around the 

World with Lilup by VivaBook, The Boy Giant and The Smelly Sprout by 

Wotsamaflip, and Dr. Seuss’ The Lorax by Oceanhouse Media, share features 

such as:  

 

- animations activated by touch and tilting; 

- voice recording and playback; 

- highlighted words with narration; 

- professional Voice Talents; 

- interactive touch sounds; 

- various reading modes: read to me / read it myself / auto-play. 

- picture/word association; 

- and custom background audio. 
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In the list above, interaction is focused on literacy, and the multimodal functions 

can be seen to engage children and develop competencies across written, 

audio, and visual modes. The self-pacing and customisation options also 

facilitate access, participant control, and investment. Yet, even at the level of 

the early reader, there are further types of activities that could be utilised to 

broaden the scope and relevance of story (within personal, cultural and 

educational contexts) and to heighten the connection between participant 

and fictional world. The following sample analyses are of children’s storybook 

applications that were listed as ‘Featured’ under ‘Apps for Kids’ at the iTunes 

Store at the time of their release. They provide worthy illustrations of the ways in 

which multimodality can be employed to enhance narrative, to facilitate 

engagement across competencies (Cope and Kalantzis 2007) and to enrich 

textual meaning (Kress 2003). How these considerations inform the design of 

Max the Apple, and the value of the project as a (multi-)literacy resource will 

be discussed in the next chapter.  In these samples, however, the integration of 

interactivity into narrative and the breadth of possibilities for learning remain 

under-developed. Some fare poorly against de Jong’s and Bus’ (2003) 

concerns for congruence between story and hotspots; they all to various 

extents remain limited in interactive options that develop the story’s themes 

and subject matter or grant the participant a meaningful agency within the 

narrative.  Buckingham and Scanlon (2003, 122) conclude in their review of 

interactivity in 'edu-tainment' software that in many cases, interactivity ‘seems 

to amount to little more than a marketing promise, or a superficial ornament’. 

Section 3.2 will outline the research project’s attempts to exploit the range of 

possibilities presented within the essentially closed interactivity of the digital 

picture book genre, for heightened engagement and invested learning. A 

number of activities that point towards the possibilities of integrated open 

interactions for the genre will also be discussed.  

 

Black Dog books’ Violet and the Mysterious Black Dog by Allison Keeme (2010) 

is a charming storybook app aimed at five-to-nine-year olds. Featuring the 

usual audio and reading options, simple 2D graphics, and limited animations, 

the story traces the exploits of young sleuth Violet (aka Phantom Girl) in her 

attempt to uncover the mystery of one black dog that seems to be following 

her. Through the course of the story, Violet befriends the lost dog, finds its elderly 
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owner who offers the dog ‘to someone who can play with her more’, and 

Phantom Girl and Phantom Dog are united, ready for future escapades.  

Interactions in the story amount to page-turning, activating limited animations 

and sounds within the scenery, and the revelations of highlighted objects. The 

first type of interactivity allows for self-pacing and revisions, and the second 

enhances the reading experience and fictional world. The latter interactivity is 

of most interest to my research in its genuine additions to story by way of plot, 

characterisation, and theme-related information. When readers touch the 

dog’s tag, his new name Phantom is revealed, by touching the windscreen of a 

car in the street, readers help distribute lost dog notices, by tapping on the 

image of the dog in a scene of pending separation, various happy moments 

with Violet are generated in the dog’s thought-bubbles. By imparting 

information via hotspots, certain themes are extended, such as what to do 

when you find a lost animal, and lists of things you need in order to care for a 

pet. These functions show promise in the ways interactivity can add to a story, 

can connect a story with other educational material, and can facilitate reader 

participation and investment. Sadly, however, only a minority of hotspots in this 

book enhance themes in any meaningful way and those activating associated 

learning information are few. Moreover, the interactions do not represent 

participant agency in the story in any significant way, selections from various 

options are not met with any type of feedback or consequential outcome.   

 

Awarded the best interactive story for iPad of 2010 by iTunes 

(http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/miss-spiders-bedtime-story/), Callaway Digital 

Arts’ Miss Spider Bedtime Story by David Kirk offers beautiful imagery with high 

production values. A simple story involving a family of bugs and speaking to the 

rewards of going to bed on time, children between four and seven years can 

read/listen to the app as a book, or watch the story unfold in 3D animation as a 

short film. Voice and music options accompany the written text, interactions 

with each page are limited to activating small character/prop movements, 

sound effects and audio exclamations. Interactions do little to develop 

character, progress plot or develop themes. The thirteen-minute movie features 

full animation, music, voice and song. However, the app’s associated activities 

represent the greatest departure from traditional formats and the best use of 

interactivity.  Facilitated by the mechanics of tap, drag and drop, and draw, 

activities include matching or memory games, jigsaws, and the open 
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interactivity of digital painting. Using imagery from the story, these activities 

help familiarise characters, build positive associations with reading, as well as 

exercise mental agility and creativity. And yet, these activities peripheral to the 

story—the possibilities of embedded activities furthering children’s participation 

and investment in the narrative, its themes and learning content remain 

unexploited.  

 

In Glenn Melenhorst’s Food Fight (2010) by Jelly Biscuits interactive books, Tim 

refuses to eat anything but sausages. Meanwhile on another planet, the 

mainstay of Sammy the Sausage is the packet food ‘Little Boys’. Trading on the 

message of ‘eating your greens’, the clash of interests between the 

protagonists is resolved when, after gorging on their respective foods, Tim and 

Sammy vow to refrain from these staples in future, whereupon the appeal of 

the humble Brussels sprout is revealed to them both. A charming and humorous 

story pitched at children aged six to ten year-olds, the imagery is painterly and 

appealing. Featuring highlighted text (with audio hotspots), the book’s strength 

as a reader is obvious. Further, interactions on each page enhance the fictional 

world with related vocal, audio, and animated effects. Such effects can be 

refreshingly idiosyncratic: a ball bounces past Tim when an inset scene of a 

school playground is activated, with the possibility of three different trajectories; 

various ‘Little Boy’ confectionary varieties displayed in a shop window generate 

respective squeezebox notes providing the opportunity for musical 

improvisation; and on a page representing the relative positioning of Tim’s and 

Sammy’s planets, an arrow will mark out any route your finger might choose to 

trace in departing earth for outer space. However, despite the charm and 

creativity of these open interactions, again, the interactivity does not bring the 

reader/participant into the fictional world/learning environment with any real 

agency; they remain audio-visual enhancements. Further, the opportunity of 

linking to/developing learning content associated with themes is overlooked. 

 

Kiwa Media’s Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy by Lynley Dodd (2010) is a 

rhyming book. Its strength as an early reader lies in its word and letter hotspots 

(voiced by Scottish actor David Tennant), ‘read to me’, and ‘read it myself’ 

options. The rhyming cadences of the simple story are an excellent vehicle for 

early literacy word-sound associations, the audio effects limited to background 

music and the ability to generate various barking sounds for the respective 
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canine characters. In terms of this research project, the customised options of 

this application featuring an open interactivity are most pertinent. Readers are 

able to record their personal voice-over, while digital paint options allow each 

scene to be individually coloured, and these options can be retained for future 

play-throughs. While, again, interaction does not bring the reader into the story 

via choice and consequence, nor does it generate associated learning 

content, these customisation options do heighten readers’ investment in the 

project (if not, arguably, in the narrative itself).  

 

In the Max the Apple project, interactivity is key to playful learning. As I will 

describe, games and activities are embedded in the narrative, links generate 

associated learning content, and choices can be made that effect relevant 

(narrative and personal) consequences. These functions can be seen to 

heighten reader investment in the narrative and to afford learning experiences. 

The cross-curricula relevance of these experiences will be considered, as well as 

the strengths of the project as a multi-modal learning object. I will also explore 

how the visual style of the project responds to issues raised in Chapter 1.  
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CHAPTER 3: MAX THE APPLE—AN INTERACTIVE STORY  

 

3.1 Graphics: Less Is More  
 

In Chapter 1, I highlighted Greenfield’s (2008) concerns for current digital 

generations; that, in light of the increasingly ubiquitous and intrusive presence 

of the screen image, the boundaries between life and its representation are 

blurred. Other writers also address these issues: Martin Jay (2000, 109) urges 

spectators to resist the ‘entertainment industry’s cinema of attraction’ that 

‘threatens to dissolve the distinction between reality and simulacra entirely and 

make every experience vicarious, derivative and ultimately hollow’.  In the 

digital realm much effort is invested in creating an illusion of three-dimensional 

space beyond the otherwise emphatically flat computer screen. One might 

argue that the realisation of 3D space has been one of the key drivers of 

computer-generated image (CGI) developments. Yet, it would appear that a 

crucial learning aspect neglected by new media, namely reflection (Prensky 

2001, Greenfield 2008), results from a lack of space. This is not space measured 

by tangible coordinates, but the space of critical distance; space for time and 

contemplation; for an awareness of that which surrounds an idea; space that 

gives us our bearings, and, Greenfield would argue, contributes to our identity.  

 

The more lifelike digital imagery becomes, the more real-time our virtual 

activity, the more persuasive the illusion of life in animated movement, and the 

more seamless the transitions from scene to scene, paradoxically, the flatter our 

representations are. The more we close the gap between symbol and referent, 

arguably, the less space is available for imagination, for personal nuance and 

interpretation, for creative visualisation on the part of the viewer. 
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Fig. 1: Image from Scott McCloud Understanding Comics (1993), p. 66. 

 

In his Understanding Comics (from which Fig. 1 derives), Scott McCloud (1993, 

30) explains that ‘when we abstract an image … we are not so much 

eliminating details as we are focusing on specific details. By stripping down an 

image to its essential “meaning” an artist can amplify that meaning’. McCloud 

goes on to discuss the universality of the cartoon: ‘the more cartoony a face is 

… the more people it could be said to describe’ (McCloud 1993, 31). 

 

In a 2009 post to redflagged.wordpress, Amplification Through Simplification, 

‘Cullen47’ elaborates on McCloud’s propositions: ‘We have more freedom to 

construct and imply our meanings the more abstract the subject is. If a subject 

is more explicit, less is required of the audience to construct its own meaning 

because it is designed more concretely’ McCloud’s image signposts reality to 

the left; an arrow in the opposite direction might indicate that reader 

participation increases as realism retracts. The fostering of this creative 

interpretive space is surely of importance to new-media objects, which strive for 

greater audience participation and agency.  

 

Chris Lanier (2000) compares the apparent simplicity of Flash animation with 

that of the printed comic, celebrating the creativity engendered because of, 

not despite, the limitations of the form: 
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The most profound ‘liberation’ effected by the limitations of Web 
animation is the removal of the burden of spectacle … Comics (and 
Flash animations) are a profoundly collaborative medium. (They) draw 
you into an imagined world through the efficacy of ‘closure’. (Lanier 
2000, online) 

 
Similarly, Christopher Stapleton and Charles Hughes (2003, 12) suggest that 

‘Hemingway once compared a good story to an iceberg. He believed that a 

book represents only the tip of the iceberg and that three-quarters of the story 

is “beyond the page”’—that is, in the reader’s imagination. 

 

Max the Apple is unashamedly ‘low tech’ in its aesthetic values, endorsing the 

ethos of ‘less is more’. The project employs a picture-book format using simple 

visuals and written text in flattened space, in a page-to-page presentation. 

Animation used to complement this format is secondary and limited, mostly 

taking place on the interactive tier. These design choices have been made in 

order to maintain the imaginative space between text and reader that is 

inherent in traditional print media. Pared-back visuals and the written word act 

as cues for imaginative interpretation rather than full (continuous) renditions of 

an illusionary world. Space is maintained between symbol (word/image) and 

referent (that which the symbol refers to in the real/imagined world) for 

personal interpretation and enhancement of the story. The stylised imagery in 

support of a simple universal story seeks closure in the reader by acting as cues 

or signposts to worlds that we respond to and develop within our imagination. 

(see Fig. 2). 

 

Kress (2003, 3) examines the relationship between two major modes of 

communication —that of the written word and the image— and our 

imaginations. Words he argues are ‘relatively speaking, empty of meaning’ the 

written or spoken word ‘is there to be filed with meaning. It is that ‘filling with 

meaning’ which constitutes the work of imagination that we do with language’. 

Alternatively, ‘In image, imagination focuses on creating the order of the 

arrangement of elements which are already filled with meaning’ (Kress 2003, 4). 

In Max the Apple, a specifically simple and stylised imagery is employed to 

retain the interpretative imaginative space generated by an accompanying 

succinct written expression. I argue that images in Max the Apple also work like 

words —there is space for embellishment and filling in meaning; that in an 
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image-dominated contemporary media, images can still act as imaginative 

cues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Max the Apple: ‘I cried the whole of the next day.’ 
 

Eliza Dresang (1999, 291) suggests that ‘the handheld book provides the reader 

with the time to linger and ponder issues that might fly by in digital space’. So 

too the page-to-page presentation of Max the Apple facilitates a self-

determined pace and a contemplation and reflection not possible in 

continuous play-through media. Furthermore, interactivity within this format 

allows the participant to connect with overarching concepts and contexts as 

they pause from the story to penetrate areas of interest via links to associated 

facts and activities (see Fig. 3)  
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Fig. 3: Max the Apple: ‘Carefully, I planted the seed in a pot with soil.’ 

 

3.2 Interactivity and Games  
 

According to Ellen A. Wartella and Nancy Jennings (2000), children’s affiliation 

to computers revolves around agency; rather than the passive viewing 

relationships fostered by traditional media, computers offer involvement: 

Children are drawn to computer technology that enables—even 
demands—more active engagement … children generally prefer more 
participatory forms of computer-assisted instruction. Even young 
children (birth to age eight) prefer programs that are animated and 
oriented toward problem solving and that give them a sense of control. 
(Wartella and Jennings 2000, 37) 

 
In Chapter 1, under ‘Pedagogy’, I outlined the benefits of a student-centred 

model of education facilitated by interactive technology and in keeping with 

current generation digital skills and behavioural attributes. ‘[Net Geners] want 

school to be fun and interesting’ (Tapscott, 2009, 134). Interactive interfaces 

afford self-paced learning, empowering children to learn and retain 

information through discovery and choice. Tapscott cites a 2006 study that 

compared the retention of current affairs delivered via traditional broadcast 

with that presented as an interactive web-cast: ‘Net Geners remembered less 
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from the traditional newscasts-told from beginning to end-than they did from 

the interactive versions that gave them a chance to click to hear the news or 

learn more details’ (2009, 104). 

 

Children can interact with Max the Apple on three levels. The first level presents 

a story. Participants can navigate back and forth along a linear progression to 

revisit written text, sound and dialogue, and to (re)play through animated 

scenes. They might skip through ‘the boring bits’ to arrive at points in the story 

that they can relate to, or that have particular meaning for them. 

Consequently, children are allowed their own pace in keeping with their levels 

of comprehension and interest; they are empowered in their learning through 

this sense of control. In this way, the project emulates the traditional picture 

book’s sense of direct manipulation, of being handle-able. In reference to the 

hard-copy picture book, Margaret MacKey and Jill Kedersha McClay (2000, 

193) suggest that: 

The fixed nature of the (picture) book means that you can hold it in 
your hands, touch the words and pictures, remember where they are 
and return to them later. Meaning is developed through a very active 
form of handling the text, yet at the same time it dances in a third 
space beyond any form of touch.  

 

De Jong and Bus (2003, 160) offer that an ‘overview screen’ featured in many 

of the interactive books they surveyed ‘may provide a mechanism for 

presenting ideas in a format more consistent with children’s preferences for 

particular story parts, thus supporting their pleasure and interest in repeated 

reading of the story.’ Max the Apple provides such a mechanism in the form of 

its ‘home’ button.  

 

In two key plot points of the story, participants are required to make a choice in 

order to progress further in the story. These points have been deemed critical 

for comprehending the project’s central theme: coming to terms with loss and 

moving through subsequent grief. In the first instance, children must choose 

from various cultural mourning traditions as a way of acknowledging the loss of 

a friend. In the second event, upon discovering a seed left behind after Max’s 

demise, children have the option of making choices that are helpful (planting 

the seed) and progressing the story, or choices that are not so helpful 

(discarding or stomping on the seed), which give them the opportunity of 
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choosing again (see Fig. 4). In these instances, children are placed in a central 

role within the narrative, their choices are met with feedback offering best ways 

of responding to loss: acknowledgement is encouraged, hope, creativity, and 

nurturing prioritised over sadness and anger. More than an enhancement of 

theme, interactivity here plays out the story’s key themes (cognitively and 

experientially) and invites the reader in as an invested participant. Paul 

Chandler comments on a similar mechanism in 2010 a case study of a ‘3D 

multimodal text’: 

Placing the viewer 'in control' makes an important statement in relation 
to the moralistic meaning being communicated. Rather than an 
objective piece written in the third person, the text addresses the viewer: 
'It is you who must make choices'. (Chandler 2010, 12) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Max the Apple: ‘Losing a friend does make you blue.’ 

 

The second level of Max the Apple offers facts and information relating to the 

story that can be accessed through hotspots in the written narration and are 

often associated with choices that enhance the narrative. When Max begins to 

decompose, participants can actively attend to Max’s ailments via diagnostic 

options and subsequent treatments. They are able to drag and drop from 

options of stethoscope, thermometer, tongue depressor, and otoscope, and 

then treat Max via the options of leeches, band aids, acupuncture, or chicken 

broth; facts pertaining to medical history appear and are voiced on selection 

(see Fig. 5). Children have the opportunity to personalise and invest in the 
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experience of the story while exploring associated facts and information; 

importantly, they are pro-active in their learning. Tapscott cites John Seely 

Brown, a Director Emeritus of Xerox PARC, in outlining the rewards of self-

directed inquiry:  

Very often just going deeply into one or two topics that you really care 
about lets you appreciate the awe of the world … once you learn to 
honor the mysteries of the world, you’re kind of always willing to probe 
things … And so that sets the stage for lifelong inquiry. (Brown quoted in 
Tapscott 2009, 134) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Max the Apple: ‘What would you prescribe, doctor?’ 

 

Further opportunities for topical inquiry aim to instil appropriate behaviour 

through choice and consequence. On meeting Max, various options are 

presented as ways of ‘showing Max that you’re his friend’. These are based on 

customs of greeting from various cultures, including the New Zealand ‘hongi’, 

the Hindu ‘namaste’, etc. (Fig. 6). A short explanation accompanies each 

option via written text and voice over, and associated sound effects play. If the 

child chooses to greet Max with a ‘raspberry’, this is identified as a rude gesture, 

and consequently Max exits screen left.  
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Fig. 6: Max the Apple: ‘Show Max you’re his friend.’ 

 

Another opportunity to play out appropriate behaviours presents itself as Max 

succumbs to sickness (his decomposition). Participants can choose from a 

selection of speech bubbles that offer support from a first-person perspective. If 

the child chooses the option, ‘Get over it, Loser!’, a chorus of children’s voices 

suggest ‘that’s not very nice’, the screen goes black and then fades up to ‘Max 

thought you were his friend’, before returning to the original screen for more 

supportive options. 

 

The objectives of these interactions are threefold: the participating children 

personalise the story—they strengthen their empathies with Max (and so stand 

to experience the narrative’s life lessons with more immediacy); they follow their 

topics of interest (choosing from various cultural and historical practices and 

customs); and, they practise appropriate behaviours, learning through choice 

and consequence. Importantly, such potentially laboured themes as caring for 

the sick and practices of mourning are couched in a light and playful tone; the 

effects of each choice playing out a humorous yet apt response.  

 

Factual information provided at this level is necessarily limited due to design 

considerations and the potential scope of the topics. Short paragraphs of text 
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(with voice-over) are presented to incite interest and research into key learning 

areas. Sources of further information can be identified by parents and teachers; 

future versions/similar stories might include hyperlinks to appropriate sites. 

Significantly, this tier provides an example of how interactivity can be used to 

contextualise narrative (and personal experience) within wider social and 

topical frames. Thus, I have confirmed Greenfield’s suggestion that reflection 

might be facilitated in engagements with new media by acknowledging 

conceptual frames ‘above and beyond visual icons’ (2008, 285). 

 

In their review of Interactivity and Pedagogy in 'Edu-tainment' Software (2003), 

Buckingham and Scanlon find that the ‘drill-and-practice’ packages (at the 

more didactic limited end of the interactive spectrum) are ‘attempting to 

teach “skills” in isolation from the contexts in which they might be used’ 

(2003,120). Similarly, the more openly interactive ‘exploration and reference 

packages’ encourage users to accumulate facts ‘without providing any 

broader context in which they might become relevant or meaningful’ 

(2003,120). While in the game-like packages, which evidenced the most open 

interactivity, overarching ‘conceptual principles are not made explicit by 

means of feedback to the user’ (2003,121). As outlined above and in the 

following, interactivity in Max the Apple is strongly contextualized around a 

central narrative: choices, games and associated information inform and 

develop the story’s themes and narrative trajectory. 

 

The third tier of games activity is designed to enhance a playful approach to, 

and associations with, learning. Games are used to immerse children in the 

narrative—to bring participants into direct relationship with Max and to 

heighten the experience of the story— as well as provide direct engagement 

with associated topics. Tic-tac-toe, pong, and maze puzzle options are 

presented at the point in the narrative where the protagonist bonds with Max; a 

Max icon features in each game as opponent and play-mate. Children can 

also contribute to a riddle page at this point of the narrative arc; further work to 

launch the story online would include readying this page for peer-sharing, 

which would, in effect, widen the circle and notion of friendship pertinent to this 

stage of the story.  
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After the narrative turning point of choosing to plant the seed, players are 

required to click on a subterranean image of the seed in order to progress its 

growth. Here children are given access to a view of root growth and of the new 

shoot breaking through the soil, while facts associated with this process are 

available through hotspots.  After the plant has grown (with the assistance of 

nutrient, sun, and water selections) and blossoms appear, a ‘bee game’ (Fig. 7) 

involves the children in (learning about) pollination, positioning them as a 

central protagonist in the forging of new life following on from Max’s demise. 

Earlier in the story, participants can choose from three slider puzzles in positing a 

back-story for Max’s mysterious appearance (Fig. 9). When the last tile is 

correctly positioned, a small vignette plays out as one account of his past. With 

the guidance of parents and teachers, these scenarios can prompt further 

narratives (creative writing, drawings, oral stories, etc.) by way of elaboration, 

and alternative scenarios. The aforementioned bee and seed activities can be 

used by teachers to incite interest and contextualise studies in, for instance, 

biology as discussed under ‘cross curricula applications’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Max the Apple: Bee game 

 

With reference to Manovich’s classification, the majority of interactions in Max 

the Apple indicate a closed interactivity, offering the ability to choose from 

existing elements within an essentially branching structure (Manovich 2003,120). 
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The riddle page and opening dot-to-dot activities, however, evidence an open 

interactivity whereby elements are, as Manovich suggests of his examples, 

‘modified or generated on the fly’ (Manovich 2003,120). These activities are 

included as indicators of further creative possibilities that might be developed 

as open interactivities beyond the project’s current technical scope. Should 

interactive picture books such as Max the Apple be launched in a networked 

environment, these activities might generate creative writing, drawing and 

designing in response to narrative subject matter and themes for collaboration 

and sharing. An online edition might also feature hyperlinks to further related 

research, the narrative of Max the Apple providing context and cues for open 

interactive learning. 

 

In summary, interactivity is exploited in Max the Apple for children’s playful 

learning through integrated games, genuine narrative options, and links to 

associated content. Importantly, interactivity works to position children as 

active protagonists within the story, facilitating experiential learning and self-

directed inquiry. 

 

 

3.3 Multimodality 

 

Picture books offer the stability of print but at the same time they open 
the doors for readers to make connections with many different kinds of 
texts in their own lives. Polysemic texts abound in today’s culture, on 
television with words and images, in audio form with words and music, 
on computers in multiple incarnations. (MacKey and McClay 2000, 192) 

 

Multimodal texts—that is, texts that employ a number of modes of 

communication (and accommodate various levels and approaches to 

literacy)—can be seen to facilitate access and critical engagement in a 

contemporary context of cultural diversity and proliferation of media. As 

identified by The New London Group (1996, 60), these are two key concerns for 

literacy.  

 

Student-centred pedagogical models advocate that approaches to literacy 

be broad and comprehensive in order to accommodate the various 

competencies and preferences of children engaging with digital media. 
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Tapscott (2009, 139) argues that ‘students are individuals who have individual 

ways of learning and absorbing information. Some are visual learners; others 

learn by listening. Still others learn by physically manipulating something’. While 

on a group level, ‘Net Geners who have grown up digital have learned how to 

read images, like pictures, graphs, and icons. They may be more visual than 

their parents are’ (Tapscott 2009, 106). The value of teaching to perceived 

strengths has however been contested for its lack of evidence in research. 

Steven A. Stahl (1999, 27) reports on academic researchers’ ‘failure to find that 

assessing children’s learning styles and matching to instructional methods has 

any effect on their learning’. Susan Greenfield argues (in Henry, 2007) that the 

practice of teaching according to perceived ‘learning styles’ —the most widely 

used application of which is Neil Fleming's VAK model encompassing visual, 

auditory and kinaesthetic learners— is ‘nonsense’ from a neuro-scientific point 

of view. She states: ‘Humans have evolved to build a picture of the world 

through our senses working in unison … It is when the senses are activated 

together … that brain cells fire more strongly than when stimuli are received 

apart’. In the same report, Frank Coffield, from London University's Institute of 

Education, warns: ‘We do students a serious disservice by implying they have 

only one learning style, rather than a flexible repertoire from which to choose, 

depending on the context.’ Above and beyond these differences, both sides 

of this argument require that, in an increasingly multimodal media environment, 

students be equipped with literacy skills across modes, regardless of perceived 

preferences. 

 

Jenkins et al. (2006, 48) identify the need for student skills in ‘transmedia 

navigation’ or the ability to ‘think across media’, to both ‘read and write across 

all available modes of expression’:  

Transmedia navigation involves both processing new types of stories and 
arguments that are emerging within a convergence culture and 
expressing ideas in ways that exploit the opportunities and affordances 
represented by the new media landscape. (Jenkins et al. 2006, 48) 

 

Multimodal texts can be appreciated as both inclusive as they speak to varying 

competencies across modalities, and challenging in their potential for a 

breadth and richness of content. The New London Group (1996, 80) 

acknowledges Multimodal texts as rich resources for meaning: ‘Of the modes of 

meaning, the Multimodal is the most significant, as it relates all the other modes 
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in quite remarkably dynamic relationships’. Similarly, Kress (2003, 170) highlights 

this increased potential in textual meaning and the subsequent demands and 

possibilities in engaging with such texts:  

In multimodal ensembles, of writing and image, or of writing, speech, 
image, music and so on, the possibilities of supplementing messages 
with meaning multiply, and incorporate the demands and the 
potentials of imagination of all the modes involved. 

 

While multimodal texts abound in contemporary screen culture, as discussed in 

Chapter 1, there are significantly fewer designed for study in schools as multi-

literacy objects (Wood 2010, Edgar and Edgar 2008). Fewer still use a 

multimodal approach in delivering topics across curricula. In response to this, 

Max the Apple is offered as a worthy prototype.  

 

Digital technology can be used to synthesise different modes of 

communication within the same text and to articulate links within a package of 

associated media. Max the Apple employs the written word, still- and moving-

images, voice-over, music, sound effects, and games in delivering its story. 

While multimodal packages of associated media provide the option of 

pursuing a story in a preferred mode, the integration of media in Max the Apple 

encourages competency across a number of modes simultaneously. Children 

can make sense of the conventional narrative by picking their way through the 

story via activities and modes of their choice, while they are exposed to and 

encouraged to take part in the operations of other media. Importantly, 

interactivity allows this self-paced, self-directed navigation. According to Cope 

and Kalantzis (2007, 78), the multimodality of new media allows ‘learners of 

different dispositions to drift in the direction of expressive forms with their 

comfort zones, while challenging them to transfer meanings into new and as 

yet unfamiliar forms.’ In using digital media, they argue, ‘learners do not all 

have to be on the same page. At any one time, they can be doing what is best 

for them given what they already know.’ 

 

Max the Apple acknowledges the computer interface as a site for new 

literacies. The interactive design engages with the computer skills of current 

generations via text and graphic hotspots and puzzle activities, allowing 

children to select, drag and drop, type and draw; the opening page of the 

project flags and initiates such ways of engaging (see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8: Max the Apple: Opening page 

 

Earlier, I referred to Chu’s study, ‘Reader Response to Interactive Computer 

Books’ (1995). Here, Chu states that:  

For years, computer technology has been used for the purpose of 
reinforcing rote memorisation of discrete pieces of information… In 
Rosenblatt's terms, computers had been used to support "efferent" 
reading. However, as computer technology has advanced, this is no 
longer the case. Complex interfaces with literature-based computer 
software can generate a variety of reader responses. (Chu 1995, 364)  

 

Chu found that interactive computer books generated aesthetic reading 

experiences. The children ‘talked, moved about, and made contrasts and 

comparisons between story events, characters, and real life experiences. They 

were active learners, not passive recipients of information’ (Chu 1995, 364).  By 

using a multimodal platform and a universal empathetic narrative (see ‘Stories 

for learning’), Max the Apple can be seen to encourage an (aesthetic) 

enjoyment of ‘reading’ and inspiration for writing; the multimodal delivery 

activates and enlivens the experiential affordances of story. Children can 

access and resonate with the narrative through various modalities 

(audio/text/image combinations), while sound and animated effects, activities, 

and games enhance and reward that experience. The simple and yet 
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meaningful narrative of Max the Apple lends itself to a valuable critique of story 

in the later years of primary education, and an analysis of its modes of 

communication provides a cue to creative ‘writing’ across modalities. 

 

When compared to single-mode pathways, multimodal texts can be seen to 

enhance comprehension and information retention in ‘readers’. In ‘Six 

Principles of Effective e-Learning: What Works and Why’, Ruth Clark (2002, 3) 

cites a theory called ‘Dual Encoding’, arguing that ‘content communicated 

with text and graphics sends two codes—a verbal code and a visual code. 

Having two opportunities for encoding into long-term memory increases 

learning’. She advises that illustrations should be ‘congruent with the 

instructional message’, so as not to ‘depress’ learning. In their survey of e-books, 

De Jong and Bus (2003) report on research that suggests the incorporation of 

dynamic visuals ‘might elicit relevant feelings, mood and other associations, 

thus improving children’s ability to make inferences about story events’ (153) 

and that ‘children’s engagement, motivation and retention of the material is 

enhanced by hotspots in pictures’ (158).  In regards to audio accompanying 

the visual, Clark (2002) argues that ‘graphics with audio improves learning’. She 

explains how:  

Cognitive psychologists have learned that working memory has two 
sub-storage areas—one for visual information and one for phonetic 
information. One way to stretch the capacity of working memory is to 
utilize both of these storage areas. (Clark 2002, 5) 

 

De Jong and Bus (2003, 158) report on sound effects used to highlight events in 

interactive books ‘thus supporting inference activity’, while Maribeth Back et al. 

in their ‘Listen Reader: An Electronically Augmented Paper-Based Book’ (2001, 

25) suggest that: 

Sound as well as graphics can offer strongly affective imagery. Sound 
also serves to establish a sense of place. Thus, sound can operate as its 
own additional stylized symbol system, to be read along with the 
graphics and text. 

 

Clark (2002, 6) warns against the combinations of ‘audio and redundant text’ 

as well as ‘gratuitous visuals, text, and sounds’ in order to avoid sensory 

overload and subsequent depressed learning. These extraneous effects can be 

seen to promote ‘emotional interest’ rather than ‘cognitive interest’ in the 
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reader (Richard Mayer quoted in Clark 2002, 7). Clark acknowledges 

exceptions ‘when readers lack good reading skills’ (2002, 6). Moreover, her 

focus and concerns are for the delivery of information, that is, Rosenblatt’s 

‘efferent reading’ previously mentioned (Rosenblatt in Chu 1995, 362). The 

potential of stories in providing a vehicle for learning through empathy would 

suggest an emphasis on emotional interest—in this case, these combinations 

can be seen to contribute to an ‘aesthetic reading’ experience. Furthermore, 

as argued above, the pared-back story and simple graphics of Max the Apple 

encourage reader comprehension (and imaginative embellishment). 

New media literacies include the traditional literacy that evolved with 
print culture as well as the newer forms of literacy within mass and 
digital media. Much writing about twenty-first century literacies seems 
to assume that communicating through visual, digital, or audiovisual 
media will displace reading and writing. We fundamentally disagree. 
(Jenkins et al. 2006, 19) 

 

Jenkins et al. (2006, 19) argue that competency in the written word remains 

fundamental to a broader literacy across modes facilitated by digital media. 

They suggest that the relationship between traditional and digital literacy is in 

fact complementary and dynamic:  ‘In some ways, … the new digital cultures 

provide support systems to help youth improve their core competencies as 

readers and writers’. Kress also acknowledges that in an increasingly image-

dominated culture, the language-modes of speech and writing remain ‘special 

still in that they have a highly valued status in society and, in the case of 

speech, certainly still carry the major load of communication’ (Kress 2003, 36).  

 

 Max the Apple fosters symbiotic learning by integrating the written word into 

an audio-visual environment. Games, activities, still- and moving-images, voice-

over, music, and sound effects complement the written word by expanding, 

clarifying, and paraphrasing its meanings. Interactivity enables individualised 

navigation through this learning process. 

Heritage modern schooling divided modes of meaning neatly into 
different subjects. Language was for text; art was for visuals. Schools 
stripped away the richly multimodal life of pre-school children by 
separating off the mechanics of handwriting or phonics. New learning 
uses synaesthesia—or mode shifting—as a pedagogical device. (Cope 
and Kalantzis 2007, 78) 
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The Picture Book presentation of Max the Apple, its treatment of text as another 

element of the image of the ‘page’ —that is, pictorially, in its considerations of 

font, size and placement— has currency in a screen-dominated image-based 

contemporary media. As Kress (2003, 8) suggests:  

It is possible to see writing once again moving back in the direction of 
visuality, whether as letter, or as ‘graphic block’ of writing, as an 
element of what are and will be fundamentally visual elements, 
organised and structured through the logic of the visual.  

 
Its multimodal delivery positions Max the Apple as a valuable learning object for 

literacy across various curricula: the Arts (media, visual art), English (reading 

and viewing, writing and designing, language elements, literary and non-literary 

texts), and ICT (inquiring with ICT; creating with ICT; communicating with ICT; 

ethics, issues and ICT; and operating ICT.). Peter Freebody and Allan Luke’s 

‘four resources model of reading’ (1990, 7)—that is, decoding, constructing 

meaning, text-using and critiquing—is useful in appreciating the project as a 

rich resource for the discussion and exercising of literacy practices.  

 

As a text for ‘decoding’, Max the Apple’s essential narrative, its employment of 

colloquialisms, and its multimodality provide scope for practicing interpretation 

and comprehension across various media. For the practice of ‘constructing 

meaning’, the project’s links to factual information, its comparative cultural 

information, and the metaphoric scope of its narrative invite the participant’s 

incorporation of knowledge and understanding from wider cultural, disciplinary, 

and personal contexts. In respect to ‘text-using’, the multimodality of Max the 

Apple provides much scope for an analysis of the functioning of various media, 

their specific strengths and applications. This analysis, an extrapolation of the 

simple narrative, and exploiting the project’s cues to creativity (slider puzzles, 

riddle page, etc) facilitate the creation of further narratives across various 

media (see Fig. 9). And finally by way of ‘critique’, the (interdependent) 

functions of the various modes of communication in Max the Apple can be 

analysed, alternative modes and narratives (content and devices) discussed, a 

point of view and purpose/s can be identified, and an objective overview 

realised. Alternative designs (and points of view) can then be proposed. Refer 

to Appendix 1 ‘Multimodal literacy worksheet’ for an example of an in-class 

activity that would be useful for both text-using and critique. This worksheet is 

yet to be trialled in schools. 
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Fig. 9: Max the Apple: ‘Uncover Max’s chequered past’  

[activated via the hotspot ‘sshhh’ on ‘I didn’t ask where he came from’]. 

 

Similarly, the project’s potential as a literacy learning-object can be 

appreciated according to The New London Group’s pedagogic schema (1996, 

88). Max the Apple’s narrative and hyperlinked information open to wider 

frames of context, which along with associated games and activities, can be 

seen to generate a Situated Practice. Overt Instruction can take the form of 

teacher/mentor guidance in identifying the affordances of the various modes 

employed in Max the Apple and appreciating the employment of these modes 

for a set purpose. In turn, this will equip students with the tools for Critical 

Framing, while Transformed Practice will see students taking what has been 

learned to apply in narratives and contexts of their own. As Kress writes: 

In the era of the new technologies of information and communication, 
mode and choice of mode is a significant issue … When we can 
choose mode easily, as we now can through the facilities of the new 
media, questions about the characteristics of mode arise, in ways that 
they had not really done before: what can a specific mode do? What 
are its limitations and potentials? (Kress 2003, 45). 

 
The intensity and insight with which these literacy practices are enacted and 

examined is obviously determined by individual age and ability. However, the 
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simplicity and scope of Max the Apple’s narrative and its multimodal delivery 

across tiers of story, information, and game-play accommodate a wide range 

of responses, competencies, and applications.  

 

 

3.4 Cross-Curricula Applications 
 
Further to the project’s strengths relating to multimodality and applications in 

Arts, English and ICT as outlined above, Max the Apple has relevance to the 

curriculum areas of Science (life and living, science as human endeavour), 

Studies of Society and Environment (culture and identity) and Health and 

Physical Education (personal development). By engaging with Max the Apple, 

children learn about photo-synthesis and what sustains a growing plant, about 

diagnostic tools and remedies, social behaviours and cross-cultural rituals, 

clouds, seasonal change, and the cycle of life. This material is integrated into 

the story, encountered according to individual interests and at an individual 

pace. Those options deemed central to the story’s theme are situated as 

obligatory choices. The pedagogical benefits of embedding activities and 

options into a universal story are presented above under ‘Interactivity’. Textual, 

aural, and visual information as well as interactive activities inform and enact, 

moreover they invite further inquiry into key learning areas.  The archetypal 

nature of the story provides a framework and context for acknowledging and 

developing these interconnections.  

 

In Max the Apple, the sometimes abstract ideas and concepts from various 

curricula are given context and meaning by an accessible and personal 

narrative. The potentially difficult topic of death and grieving is played out in a 

light-hearted narrative at one remove from, but relevant to, everyday 

experience. The relevance of cultural practices and biological processes is 

made apparent via a simple relatable story, a transferral of knowledge from 

curricula to the everyday is modelled; connections are made between 

knowledge and experience. 

 

As indicated in the beta-testing, which is discussed in the next section, the best 

use of Max the Apple in schools is as a cross-curricula mediated teaching tool. 

Activities and information couched within an accessible and universal narrative 
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provide the inspiration and relevance for further inquiry. Learning packages 

can be built around the project as a point of departure for activities that 

embrace and encourage the new model pedagogical attributes of self-

directed, individualised, collaborative, playful learning. The development of the 

project to an online presence, with embedded links to further research and 

with peer-sharing possibilities, would greatly facilitate this role.  

 

The following section’s report on beta-testing speaks to cross-curricula 

applications, and considers children’s feedback on functionality and levels of 

enjoyment. A significant part of the survey relates to literacy as fundamental to 

cross-curricula content; the communication of themes, concepts and content 

from across the various curricula rests on the project’s agency, as a multimodal 

teaching tool, in facilitating the children’s comprehension and retention.  As 

Jenkins et al. (2006, 57) caution: ‘We do not want to see media literacy treated 

as an add-on subject. Rather, we should view its introduction as a paradigm 

shift, one that, like multiculturalism or globalisation, reshapes how we teach 

every existing subject’. 
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CHAPTER 4: BETA-TESTING—SCHOOL SURVEYS, VIDEO TESTING, 

AND FILMED INTERVIEWS 

 

4.1 Method 
 

In August 2011, Max the Apple’s effectiveness was tested via written surveys in a 

Queensland school, and by private video capture and interview. Thirty-eight 

children, from a spread of grades two to five, were canvassed: 11 children from 

Grade Two, 15 from Grade Three, 6 from Grade Four; and 6 from Grade Five). 

The school surveyed is a private independent school with a blue-collar middle-

class demographic.  

 

The survey participants were shown a selection of scenes from Max the Apple 

by way of orientation, and then each child engaged with the remainder of the 

project individually. After the children had completed interacting with Max, 

written survey questions were distributed, example questions were discussed 

briefly by the teacher, and then students responded individually in written form. 

The teacher surveys were completed by four teachers across the four grades. 

Refer to Appendix 2 for ‘Participant Survey Questionnaire’ and to Appendix 3 

for ‘Teacher Survey Questionnaire’. 

 

The video-testing and interviews were undertaken in the subjects’ home 

environments and comprised of video-capturing three subjects (aged eight, 

nine, and eleven) engaging with the project, followed by an individual 

interview. I undertook the filming and interview of the nine-year old. My 

supervisor, Assoc Prof. Andi Spark, filmed and questioned the other two 

children. We followed a similar line of questioning, based on the written class 

surveys.  

 

Across the surveys, video-testing, and interviews, the objectives were to test the 

project for its functionality, as an asset for literacy practices, for the child’s 

enjoyment and engagement with the project, for its communication as a 

multimodal teaching tool, and for its cross-curricula value. The four literacy 

practices of Freebody and Luke (1990), endorsed by state educational bodies 
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across Australia, inform the questions on literacy, that is, comprehension, 

contextualisation, creative adaption, and critique.  The questions that relate to 

literacy make up a significant part of the survey. The New London Group (1996), 

Kress (2003), Chandler (2010) and Jenkins et al. (2006), advocate broader 

approaches to literacy that empower children in their engagement with 

contemporary multimodal media. The literacy questions address the value of 

Max the Apple as a multimodal text for multi-literacy as they test the students’ 

ability to retain information, to engage with the narrative, to make wider 

connections for the story’s themes and subject matter, and their ability to 

analyse and critique the project as it communicates through multiple 

modalities. These literacy questions also speak to the project’s cross-curricula 

potential: retention of information and the ability to make narrative 

connections to themes and associated topics are pertinent to the delivery of 

content in subjects other than English that are part of the Australian Primary 

curriculum, such as Science and Studies of Society and Environment.  

 

The efficacy and potential of the project’s interactivity —the central inquiry of 

this research project— can be deduced from responses to questions across all 

objectives: literacy, multimodality, cross-curricula applications, enjoyment and 

functionality. Interactivity is the means by which participants engage with the 

story, progress through its various modalities, navigate as active protagonists 

(and learners), and by which they explore cross-curricula connections; while 

levels of enjoyment, of participation, and of functionality can, in a large part, 

be attributed to the range and relevance of the project’s activities, games and 

interactive design. Tapscott (2000), Papert (1996), Jenkins et al (2006) call for 

approaches to education that encourage and facilitate participatory, self-

directed inquiry. Wartella and Jennings (2000), Tapscott (2000), Edgar and 

Edgar (2008) support interactive technology for learning. De Jong and Bus 

(2003) argue for congruence between digital story and hotspots; Buckingham 

and Scanlon (2003) outline the need for meaningful contexts across the 

interactive range in edu-tainment software. The surveys aim to evaluate 

children’s responses to the effects of the scope and integration of interactivity 

in Max the Apple so as to enable connections back to the literature as outlined. 

 

Refer to Appendix 4 ‘Survey Findings Analysis’ for a breakdown of survey 

questions according to testing objective. 
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4.2 Findings 
First, comment needs to be made on the limitations of this survey process. The 

written nature of the surveys (both in questioning and response) does not 

accommodate, nor accurately test for, the various modes of literacy in which 

this project claims to engage its participants. The comprehension of students 

who prefer visual communication, for example, is not accurately reflected in 

these written results. Moreover, the scope of the children’s responses across 

other areas of concern, such as multimodality and enjoyment is also limited to a 

single mode of communication. The increasing competency in visual literacy 

seen in current generations calls for surveys that are themselves multimodal. To 

partly address these issues, individual video-testing was employed by testing 

comprehension and enjoyment verbally and by gauging engagement and 

functionality observationally.  

 

Both the surveys and testing revealed that results for functionality were high. 

Very few students had difficulty navigating their way through the story and 

comprehending its narrative trajectory. The project was designed to exploit the 

digital competencies of today’s children. These results must also be seen to 

reflect on competent interactive design. 

 

Regarding literacy, children resonated well with the emotional tone of the story, 

understood the narrative and comprehended themes to various levels of 

complexity (and according to levels of maturity). The key theme of the cycle of 

life was acknowledged by many children —although the death of the 

protagonist alarmed many children— perhaps either the theme of rebirth was 

not fully appreciated or it offered insufficient solace. That said, the simpler but 

no less profound notion of friendship was appreciated by the vast majority of 

children as a key theme, as were associated ideas of tending to and expressing 

that friendship. So too, the practice of saying goodbye to things in order to feel 

better about their loss was appreciated by many. These levels of 

comprehension and emotional empathy can be seen to reflect on an effective 

multi-modal delivery, and to an extent, interactive engagement. 

 

However, few participants, engaged with many key associated facts and 

information. As evidenced in the video-testing, children seemed motivated to 
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‘complete’ the story rather than to explore associated areas of learning. Re-

plays were undertaken in a more playful and casual manner; however, to fully 

exploit the learning potential of the project, it would seem that crucial content 

should be imbedded as a choice that progresses the narrative, or takes the 

form of a game so that the child is motivated to encounter it. Further, 

parent/teacher/sibling-driven discussion and exploration would be helpful, 

particularly with younger age groups, in developing themes and associated 

content.  

 

Teacher-led discussions and contextual activities would also appear to benefit 

working with next level literacy practices: applications and analysis. A 

significant number of children were able to apply the lessons of the story to their 

own experiences; however, few were adventurous in exploring cultural options 

outside Western norms. If the project featured embedded links to the web for 

associated content, contextual learning areas could be personally navigated. 

In the older age groups, many children were able to identify the story’s key 

structural elements, most could identify a lesson or message, and one or two 

could identify a first person perspective. However, most were loath to critically 

engage with the text by way of alternative proposals, at least in written form. A 

significant number of students had sketched, unsolicited, pictorial responses to 

the project on the back of their questionnaires. Some drawings evidenced a 

narrative sensibility (sequential images and staging), which is particularly 

encouraging in regards to the potential of follow-on activities across various 

narrative media such comics and animation. Structured class time would 

enable the development of these lateral creative responses.  

 

The questions relating to multimodality did not generate useful data regarding 

the comparative effects of the various modes of communication employed. 

Further to the modal limitations of the survey process outlined above, teacher-

led discussion would be required to encourage students to reflect upon the 

various effects of the different modes of communication. Modes such as sound, 

for example, work on participants in subtle and powerful ways that are not 

always acknowledged, and as such an appreciation of their operations needs 

teasing out. Nonetheless, student comprehension and emotional investment in 

narrative as indicated in the written surveys, and a mode shifting for 

comprehension between audio and text as reported in the video interviews, 
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attest to the value of multimodality across and regardless of specific modes. As 

mentioned above, I was impressed by the impact that the death of the 

protagonist Max had made on the children; it was surprising how much of an 

emotional connection the children made with this simple character – perhaps 

the multi-modal presentation enriches the relationship between audience and 

text. The dramatically graphic moments of the story (when Max is squashed, for 

example) remained high in the attentions of many children; to align/deliver 

important educational content through intense cartoon imagery (and sound) 

would be expedient. The aforementioned unsolicited graphic responses from 

many children, and the incidence of visual icons/glyphs peppered throughout 

their written responses, indicate an acute interest in the visual as a mode of 

communication. That the visual modes (image and animation) of Max the 

Apple have specifically inspired these creative responses is contestable, but not 

unreasonable; in the least, the project had precipitated the creative impetus 

via one, some or across all its modes. 

 

In response to questions designed to draw out the differences between Max 

the Apple and a movie or a book, children acknowledged the advantages of 

the participatory aspects of the project and the control afforded the user 

saying for example that: ‘In the middle of Max the Apple you can try to help 

him get better and [in] movies you can’t help the characters’ and ‘(in) movies 

you don’t get to choose when to go to the next thing, you can’t have a look 

around … movies just go straight thru, you don’t get to see them again’. The 

possibility of accessing (further) relevant information was articulated in one of 

the video interviews: It was better than a book because … ‘it’s interactive, its 

not just like reading it, it explains what everything is’.  

 

The teacher survey and video-testing indicated high levels of engagement in 

the project. In response to ‘Which parts of the story did you like best and why?’ 

the majority of students identified the games ‘because they were fun’. Many 

identified the aspects of the project in which there were things to ‘do’. Of the 

activities, students identified the ‘bee game’, ‘growing the plant’, the riddles, 

the tic tac toe/pong/maze page, and the diagnosis and treatment options as 

being their favourites because they got ‘to do’, ‘to help’, ‘to choose’, or 

because they were ‘fun/funny’. The interactivity of Max the Apple can be 

appreciated for its contribution to functionality, and its role (along with the 
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multimodal presentation) of enhancing the children’s participation in and 

comprehension of the narrative. The children’s prioritisation of the ‘doing’ 

aspects of the project and their appreciation of the central role interactivity 

affords them in the story attests to levels of success in integrating interactivity 

within the narrative of Max the Apple. In doing so, interactivity can be seen to 

facilitate meaningful participation in the story, to link to relevant information, 

and ultimately to contribute to a fun learning environment.  

 
The broad high level of enthusiasm for the games and activities of Max the 

Apple indicates the need to integrate such activities as much as possible into 

the project’s narrative in order to enhance character empathies and to 

develop key themes and associated learning. Perhaps, more so than in 

previous generations, children are motivated to complete tasks/games/stories, 

enmeshed as they are in the participatory progressive challenges of games; 

learning activities and content needs to be integrated into that trajectory. To a 

large extent, Max the Apple realises this objective, particularly with regards to 

the ‘bee game’ and the ‘growing the seed’ section as their undertaking both 

progresses the narrative and positions the child as an active participant in 

learning about biology. It is not apparent whether the game’s options designed 

to play out/develop participant bonding with Max (‘Max was fun’ page) were 

successful in that narrative task – it is clear however, that learning is not 

embedded in these games as it is in the aforementioned activities. Where 

narrative options, such as in the ‘what to do with the seed’ (i.e. grief) and the 

funeral customs pages, are obligatory in progressing the narrative – where their 

undertaking provides a means to an end – the retention of information and the 

experiential learning would appear to be greater. 

 

Of the four key learning areas presented in the teacher survey, Science and 

SOSE (Studies of Society and Environment) were recommended as the best 

places to situate the project in developing the ideas raised in the project. 

Positive responses were received from the teachers regarding the project’s 

perceived ability to assist in the students’ learning — across five levels of 

effectiveness, responses were from the higher three options with 1 ‘moderately 

effective’, 2 ‘effective’, and 1 ‘very effective’. In regards to how each key 

learning area benefitted from student engagement through the different tiers 

of the project, feedback was that Nature/Biology benefitted from engagement 
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with story and accessed facts, Social Behaviours/Customs — with accessed 

facts, English/Literacy — story; and Arts and ICT — from engagement with 

games and activities. These results suggest that Max the Apple has potential as 

a cross-curricula teaching tool and its the range of interactive tiers are useful to, 

and resonate with, various areas of the curriculum.  

 

A small group context was recommended as the best learning environment 

with perhaps an open-class teacher-driven delivery for the youngest grades. 

Although all the grades surveyed (2 to 5) were deemed appropriate age 

groups by the teachers (and broad enjoyment data echoes this), for further 

projects I would design for a narrower target group so that all tiers of the project 

might be more fully exploited either independently or in a mentored situation.  

 

While Max the Apple generates much interest, enjoyment, and learning as an 

independently undertaken project through multimodality and cross-curricula 

applications, perhaps its greatest pedagogical worth is as a mediated 

teaching tool. The project’s themes and associated learning content could be 

developed, and the literacy practices of creative adaption and critique 

facilitated, under teacher-led discussion and activities.  

 

For a more detailed evaluation of findings, please see Appendix 4 ‘Survey 

Findings Analysis’.  
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CHAPTER 5: REFLECTION   

 
As my background is in animation practice and visual art theory, this project 

represents a new venture into primary-level educational pedagogy, and also 

tentative steps into interactive design. As such, the focus of the project has 

been on the kinds of interactivity and game-play that might best engage 

children in story-book learning and its cross-curricula applications, rather than 

achieving complex expressions of IT proficiency. The objective is that this 

project suggests new ways in which interactivity might be exploited in digital 

stories for children’s playful learning; Max the Apple should be appreciated as a 

springboard for future developments evidencing perhaps higher levels of 

game-play and interactive design. As raised in 2.3 ‘An interactive story: Max the 

Apple’, such developments could include multiple narrative pathways (to 

accommodate customisation and enable greater scope in consequential 

learning) and a circular narrative (accommodating access at any point, which 

would be more in keeping with, and expressive of, the key theme). Possibilities 

regarding web hyperlinks and collaborative authorship are discussed below. 

 

Reflecting on the project’s development, it is apparent that a preferable 

workflow would have been one in which technical limitations were taken into 

greater consideration at the conceptual stage in informing interactive design. 

As is often the case with creative work, the project grew organically: there was 

a story to tell and ambitions for the kinds of activities that might relate to and 

extend that story. Consequently, a number of ‘artistic’ compromises had to be 

made, while the technology sometimes struggled to accommodate ill-

conceived activities and effects.  

 

Two interactive features that could not be realised due to technical limitations 

were the customisation of Max’s colour throughout the story (based on the 

different hues of apple varieties), and the sharing of individual answers to the 

set of apple riddles (accessible via the hot spot ‘about apple jokes and stuff’). 

The first, which speaks to customisation (and individual investment), was too 

burdensome to orchestrate through computer-scripting as it required multiple 

file pathways of scenes duplicated for each colour. Please see Appendix 5 

‘Colour Select’ for the design of the intended colour customisation page. 
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Regarding the second feature, the intention was to facilitate sharing and 

collaborative responses through online networking; however, it was apparent 

early on that an online presence for the project necessitated a set of 

considerations not feasible at the time of undertaking. I would have to be 

content with that page’s current status where participants are able to type into 

the riddle page with their customised answers, albeit ‘offline’.  

 

As evidence of the amount of scripting required for what may appear to be 

straightforward functions, please see Appendices 6 ‘Script for Bee Game’ and 7 

‘Script for Loading Sounds and Dot to Dot’. The latter is the script required for 

loading all sounds remotely for the project and for the functioning of the ‘dot to 

dot’ game that opens the story5. 

 

For previous animation projects, I have primarily worked alone, and developed 

them primarily visually and through a series of storyboards. For this project, 

which required the input of a number of individuals across various creative and 

technical skills, the production methodology was necessarily collaborative and 

took the form of mostly written maps and communiqués. This was a new way of 

working for me, and it quickly became evident that my role was as much in 

project management as in being creative. For future similar projects, as mooted 

above, more collaboration, improvisation, and discussion could take place at 

the conceptual phase. My creative talents and vision might best be exercised 

at this stage, and once ‘script’ and ‘interactive map’ are resolved and signed 

off, I might wear the more pragmatic caps of project manager and creative 

director to greater focussed effect during production. Please see Appendices 8 

‘Visual Development’, 9 ‘Interactive Map’, 10 ’Computer-Script 

Communications’ and 11 ‘Sound Communications’ for examples of 

development and communication procedures. Also see Appendix 12 

‘Production Notes’ for an indication of the breadth of considerations and tasks 

required in realising a multimodal project. 

 

The beta-testing was useful in contextualising the project in relation to other 

interactive projects. In my assessment of storybook applications, I argue that 

                                                 
5 Here I need to reiterate the tireless efforts of Henrik Pettersson and Spencer Harvie in 
computer-scripting for the project, and of Michael Squire in the composition of music 
and sound effects, all patiently endured under my sometimes painful direction. 
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few examples integrate interactivity with genuine enhancement or 

development of theme/s, or facilitate participation in the narrative to any 

significant degree. Throughout this paper I have shown the ways in which the 

Max the Apple project does indeed realise these functions, and yet, this 

integration can be developed further for more compelling and richer learning 

experiences. The results of beta-testing the project in schools showed that 

children did not explore associated information as much as I had hoped, often 

focusing on ‘completing’ the narrative at the expense of a more exploratory 

approach. Teachers also reported that it was ‘difficult to get the kids off the 

games and into the story’. Although, as discussed, these concerns are offset by 

the project’s potential for revisiting across curricula (and its accommodation of 

follow-up activities and discussion), moreover, there is potential for further 

options and activities to be integrated into the narrative. I surmised that further 

content could be embedded as a choice that progresses the narrative, or as a 

game where the child is motivated to encounter it. Cumulative rewards 

associated with narrative progression and exploration of associated content 

could also be considered as motivational strategies. I argue that the children’s 

evident enthusiasm for the ‘doing’ aspects of the project suggests that games 

and activities (related to themes and learning content) should be embedded 

in the narrative of interactive stories as much as possible.  

 

The age range for this project also warrants discussion. I intended the project to 

appeal to as wide a range of ages as possible in order to show how an 

archetypal story might accommodate various levels of learning and interest 

through a range of interactive features. Although the testing showed that the 

project was met with enthusiasm by a range of grades from 2 to 5, were the 

project to be designed for a narrower age group, associated information might 

be better pitched at the relevant age group, and themes developed in more 

detail and depth through independent discovery or mentored follow-up 

activities and discussion. Nevertheless, there was a consistent and conscientious 

effort to pare back the breadth of information in order to remain focussed on 

core themes. Similarly, attention was always on how content, interactions, and 

media related to key learning areas, namely, biology, literacy, comparative 

religions/cultural practices, and socialisation. Please see the Appendix 13 

‘Learning Areas, Strategies, and Media’ for evidence of this. 
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The previous section’s report on testing surmised that the project’s strength is as 

a mediated teaching tool. The project responds to arguments made in Chapter 

1 that children make best use of digital experiences when mentored, when 

their awareness of cultural, ethical, social, and disciplinary frames is fostered 

through guidance and project design. The ways in which the archetypal story 

and interactive design of Max the Apple assert and enable access to 

overarching ethical, cultural, and (cross-curricula) topical frames has been 

discussed throughout this paper. Also considered are the ways in which the 

aesthetics and picture-book layout of the project facilitate reflection through 

the maintenance of imaginative space. The potential for utilising the project as 

a mediated tool across curricula is discussed above.  

 

Further potential for mediated learning could be exploited in developing the 

project for the web. Hyperlinks to related information would facilitate discovery 

and self-directed open-ended learning in response to set tasks or as research 

projects. The worldwide web could be exploited in developing and exploring 

topics and issues of interest as prompted by the narrative and its themes. In 

such a student-centric approach, teachers act as mentors rather than 

instructors, coaching in the traditional skills of research and evaluation. Further, 

a networked learning environment would allow for collaborative research and 

creative group projects:  

 

Participatory culture shifts the focus of literacy from one of individual 
expression to community involvement. The new literacies almost all 
involve social skills developed through collaboration and networking. 
These skills build on the foundation of traditional literacy, research skills, 
technical skills, and critical analysis skills taught in the classroom. (Jenkins 
et al., 2006, 4) 

 

As acknowledged, when I initially developed the project, iPads and iPhones 

were not yet in existence. The project would now best be deployed as an 

application for the iPad, given the device’s intuitive touch-screen interface, its 

accessibility, and as evidenced by the growing number of interactive stories 

released on this platform. The viability of adapting the current project for this 

platform is as yet unexplored. Its value as a blueprint for interactive digital story 

applications is argued throughout this paper. 
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Framing the project as an exemplar and point of departure within media 

packages that include authoring tools for children’s own content creation 

would be beneficial to multi-modal literacy. Jenkins et al. (2006, 48) explain that 

students learn about multimodality ‘As they give consideration to the 

affordances and conventions of different media, and as they learn to create 

using a range of different media tools.’ Chandler, O’Brien and Unsworth (2010) 

utilised 3D multimedia software ‘Kahootz’ in a case study for a research project 

aimed at developing a 3D multimodal authoring pedagogy. They argue for the 

adoption of a ‘pedagogy and curriculum which closely couple “learning” and 

“doing” and value grammatical design’. They cite Kellner & Share in proposing 

that ‘teaching the systems of options for meaning-making in language, image, 

sound and movement gives students access to multimodal text analysis as a 

tool for critical multimedia literacy’ (Chandler, O’Brien and Unsworth 2010). 

Martin Davidson and Lyn Hawkins of Finn Cragg Animation studio have created 

an Animation Resource Package, ‘Caravan’, which includes, alongside the 3D 

animated centrepiece, storyboards, stills, and ‘movie-making resources’. By 

exposing children to digital art techniques using computers and ‘hands-on 

experience manipulating images and re-purposing visual texts’ they hope to 

equip children ‘with the knowledge that will help them become powerful visual 

storytellers’ (Hawkins n.d.). 

 

A project such as Max the Apple, which brings together the written word, still-, 

and moving-images, voice-over, music, sound effects, games, and interactions 

in the communication of its story, would provide a breadth and diversity of 

possibilities at the centre of a media-literacy package. With the inclusion of 

production assets, a development archive, and the tools to analyse and remix 

its multimodal components, a Max the Apple package would be a valuable 

asset in literacy studies. It is hoped that the scope of the project in its current 

form attests to this and demonstrates the enormous potential of the Max the 

Apple interactive model in the development of new pedagogical tools for 

today’s digitally literate children. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

This paper began by presenting contemporary issues relating to digital media in 

children’s education. Using a variety of sources, I revealed researchers’ 

concerns over how new-media objects that children are routinely engaging 

with are (under-)utilised for learning in an educational context (Wood 2010; 

Mumtaz 2001; Edgar and Edgar 2008); concerns that student-centred 

interactive modes of teaching need to be more wholly adopted (Tapscott 

2009; Papert 1996); and that new paradigms of literacy need to be developed 

that better acknowledge digital skills and the reality of discourse in a 

contemporary multimodal environment (The New London Group 1996; Kress 

2003; Chandler 2010; Jenkins et al. 2006). Also discussed were wider concerns 

regarding children and ubiquitous screen media, that a critical distance and 

space for reflection be maintained in new-media exchanges (Greenfield 2008, 

Prensky 2001, Jay 2000).  

 

Arising from this discussion, the Max the Apple project is timely in its synthesis of 

traditional attributes with new-media possibilities. While adhering to the book-

era affordances of reflection and imaginative space, the project capitalises on 

the interactivity, multimodality, agency, and connections made possible by 

digital technology. Chapter 2 first considered other digital stories for children, 

notably children’s interactive story applications for the iPad, before Chapter 3 

provided a detailed account of how the Max the Apple project more 

effectively exploits the potential of interactivity in digital stories for children.   

 

A (digital) picture-book format is used to facilitate a self-paced, self-directed 

engagement reminiscent of the fixed nature of the print book (MacKey and 

McClay 2000, 193). Simple graphics and a ‘bare-bones’ story maintain 

interpretative, reflective, and creative space for the reader/participant. The 

archetypal story dealing with significant themes of life, loss and recovery, 

presented by means of a conventional narrative arc, provides scope for 

personal identification, and for creative departures. Max the Apple’s narrative 

is both ‘coercive’, in providing instruction through causality and closure (and 

through associated hyperlinked factual information), as well as ‘emancipatory’ 

(McEwan 1997, 85) with its cues to further inquiry and scope for creative 

departures and interpretations. A ‘less is more’ aesthetic amplifies meaning 
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(McCloud 1993, 30) leaving space for personal interpretation and projection. 

Stylised imagery, flattened space, and a page-to-page presentation of a 

simple universal story seek closure for the reader by acting as cues or signposts 

to worlds that we close and develop within our imagination. 

 

Interactivity in Max the Apple empowers children with active participation and 

investment. Interactivity provides opportunities to customise aspects of the 

story, to select from various associated facts, to play games pertinent to key 

plot points, and, importantly, to make choices that progress story and suture 

participants into the narrative outcome. Max the Apple draws on the picture 

book, animation, games, hypertext and music to provide an environment of 

playful invested learning. While similar interactive stories for the iPad provide 

audio-visual enhancements via hotspots and associated activities within their 

marketing packages, Max the Apple utilises interactivity for children’s playful 

learning through integrated games, genuine narrative options, and links to 

associated content. 

 

The multimodal nature of the project encourages literacy across the written 

word, visual, aural, and interactive modes; each of these channels of 

communication simultaneously enhance comprehension and information 

retention. Access is possible for children of varying levels of literacy; children 

who prefer one mode of communication are exposed to others. The core 

literacy activities of reading and writing are supported (Jenkins and Black in 

Jenkins et al. 2006, 19) as games, activities, still- and moving-images, voice-over, 

music, and sound effects complement the written word by expanding, 

clarifying, and paraphrasing its meanings. Its multimodal delivery positions Max 

the Apple as a valuable learning object for literacy across the Arts, English and 

ICT. Multimodality can be seen to enhance the aesthetic reading experiences 

(Chu 1995, 364) important to an enjoyment of and interest in lifelong reading 

(and writing).  

 

The archetypal nature of the narrative and the interactive functions provide 

scope and connections across curricula. Max the Apple’s multimodal 

presentation enables and invites inquiry into key learning areas, as well as 

providing cues to creative responses and to critical analysis. While the project’s 

relevance for the Arts, English, and ICT is immediately apparent, it is also of 
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value to Science, Studies of Society and Environment, and Health and Physical 

Education. In Max the Apple, sometimes abstract ideas and concepts from 

various curricula are given context and meaning by an accessible and 

personal narrative, presented within an engaging and playful learning 

environment. 

 

Chapter 4, which reported on beta-testing of the project, revealed that Max 

the Apple’s best use is as a mediated teaching tool. Themes and associated 

learning content is best drawn out and developed under guidance through 

discussion, work sheets, and set tasks. As suggested, there is scope for 

integrating further learning content into the narrative—embedded as a choice 

that progresses the narrative, or taking the form of an activity or game. In this 

way, enjoyment in the ‘doing’ aspects of the child’s engagement can be 

harnessed for experiential learning. Another key consideration discussed in 

Chapter 5 is the development of the project for the web. An online status 

would broaden its pedagogical scope to embrace self-directed open-ended 

learning, collaborative research, and creative group projects. I also discussed 

the possibility of packaging the project with authoring tools and production 

assets into a vital learning object for multimodal literacy.  

 

In conclusion, the Max the Apple multimodal picture book project evidences 

new ways in which interactivity might be exploited in digital stories for children’s 

playful learning. It is hoped that Max the Apple provides a blueprint and point 

of departure for future developments in interactive picture books for learning.  
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Appendix 1: Multimodal literacy worksheet 

 
Multimodal literacy worksheet. 

 
 
1. Discussion (10 mins). 
 
What is a theme? 
 
Introduce Max the Apple interactive story. 
 
Suggest that the children think about key themes as they go through story. 
 
How might stories be told / communicated? (written words, spoken, words, pictures –more discussion later). 
 
Suggest that the children think about the different ways in which the story of Max the Apple is communicated/told as they go through 
the project. 
 
2. Children proceed through Max the Apple on an individual basis (20mins). 
 
3. Discussion (10 mins). 
 
What themes did you find in Max the Apple? what was Max the Apple about? 
 
What ways (modes of communication) were used to tell the story? 
[Answer: words, pictures, animations, voice, sounds, music, activities (games, selections)]. 
 
What are the effects of the different ways of telling (modes of communication) this story on you (as a reader/player)? 
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mode qualities (adjectives); options  
 

effects Max the Apple 

words - simple or complex words; 
- rhyming or prose; 
- formal or colloquial; 
- short or long sentences; 
- speech?; 
- point of view: first/third person. 

- narrates (tells) the story; 
- provides information / tells you what to 

do; 
- tone of the story; 
- era of the story; 
- what kind of character, relationships; 
- use your imagination, pictures in your 

mind;  
- personalise, your point of view, your 

friend. 

- think about the difference between the 
story words and the information words 
in Max the Apple; 

- who is the ‘I’ of the story?; 
- think about what pictures you might 

make in your mind if this story was just 
words –what would your Max look like? 

pictures - simple (cartoony) / realistic style; 
- which colours?; 
- space –flat or depth. 

 
 
 

- tone of the story; 
- fantasy / reality; 
- pictures illustrate and explain things 

and processes; 
- pictures describe the characters and 

settings; 
- pictures can describe emotions 

(expressions, metaphors). 

- what kind of pictures are used in Max 
the Apple? how would the story be 
different if the pictures were more 
realistic? 

- how are pictures used to describe the 
‘mood’ of the story’?  
(rain, facial expressions, colours, eg. Sc 
10 ‘and then one night, max keeled 
over; Sc 11 ‘I cried the whole of the 
next day’.) 

animations - realistic / ‘cartoon’ movement; 
- (which parts of the story are   

animated?). 

- highlights important moments (sad, 
dramatic); 

- adds humour (slapstick); 
- shows how things work. 

- where is animation used in Max the 
Apple to make something more 
important or funny? 
(Sc 7 ‘I picked him up for his regular 
polish’; Sc 10 ‘and then one night, max 
keeled over’; Sc 15 ‘click on the seed 
to watch it grow’.) 

voice - soft / loud; 
- young / old (tone and enunciation); 
- accent; 
- boy / girl. 

- scary / friendly; 
- empathy –could be your story, or a 

friend’s; 
- innocence / experience; 
- story / information; 

- compare the voice used for the story 
and the voice used for the information. 
How do you respond to / feel about the 
different voices? 
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- setting. 
sound fx - realistic / ‘cartoon’ 

 
- fantasy / reality; 
- drama;  
- humour; 
- time and setting. 

- can you identify a scene in which 
sound fx help describe the time of day?  
(Sc 4 ‘long nights we’d chat, laughing 
about bananas’;  
Sc 2 ‘one sunny day max appeared on 
the window sill’.) 

- how do you feel about the sound fx in 
Scene 7 ‘I picked him up for his regular 
polish’? 

music - style (happy, serious, fun, sad, 
dramatic); 

- loud / soft; 
- looped?. 

- (emotional) tone / mood of the scene; 
- helps explain what happened; 
- humour; 
- drama; 
- time and setting; 
- ‘doing’ music. 

- Compare how music is used in Scene 
13 ‘still cranky about max’. What 
emotions are communicated? 
 

Interactivity  - click on words, symbols;  
- make choices; 
- play games, activities. 

- find out information; 
- see how things work; 
- learn about consequences; 
- become part of the story; 
- have fun (with Max). 

- What is the bee game teaching you? 
(Sc 16 ‘and before long my room was 
full of bright green leaves’); 

- What do we learn from the choices we 
can make in Scene 13 ‘still cranky 
about max’? 

 
What theme would you choose to make a story about? 
(eg. friendship, bravery, sadness (how to deal with it), etc.) 
 
What ways of telling (modes of communication) would you use for your story –why? 
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4. Activity (20mins). 
 
Choose your own theme: 
 
Make up a story about your theme.  
You can (circle one): 
 
write   a short story /poem /song/ conversation / etc.  
 
or  
draw   a picture / a 4 panel comic or storyboard / etc. 
 
or  
design  an animation –draw the main characters, a back ground, write down what types of voices and sounds and music would 

you use? What happens in the animation? 
or  
design  a game –what is the objective or challenge of the game? What character/s can the player be? What can the player do? 

Does the game have a setting? Describe and draw some stuff. 
 
or  
design  an object or sculpture –how big would it be? What would it look like? What materials would you use? Where would you put 

it? Describe and draw some stuff. 
 
 
Why is this going to be the best way/s to tell a story about your theme? 
 
 
Reference: 
Process for teaching ‘Development of Literacy/Thinking’(View, Deconstruct, Demonstrate, Do, Reflect) in Chandler, Paul, Annemaree 
O’Brien and Len Unsworth. 2010. “Towards A 3D Digital Multimodal Curriculum For The Upper Primary School”, Paper presented at 
ACEC2010: Digital Diversity Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 6-9 April. 
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Appendix 2: Participant survey questionnaire  
 
Max the Apple  
Yrs 3 -5 survey  
 
What are the key themes of Max the Apple? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How does the narrator feel about losing Max?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What does the narrator do to feel better about losing Max? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How does Max’s memory live on? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are some synonyms for ‘friend’? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are some appropriate ways of showing friendship?               
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What is one way in which we can find out if someone is sick?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

How can we treat them? How can we show them we care? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are some of the ways we can say goodbye to things that we like? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which of the ways of saying goodbye in Max the Apple meant the most to 
you? Why?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you know of any other rituals from other countries that help in saying 
goodbye to people and things that have died? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What does the cycle of life mean? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Name three parts of a plant, and their function. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What three things do plants need to grow?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Where does Max come from? Imagine two other ‘back-stories’ for Max.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can you identify three acts in the story? What is the problem or challenge of 
the story? How is this problem resolved? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which parts of the story did you like best and why? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which parts of the story did you like the least and why? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Was the story easy to follow? Could you understand what to click and when? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What did you learn from the games and activities? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you like the music? Voices? Sound effects?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What is this story trying to teach you? If you were creating this story, how might 
you have done things differently? What character or characters would you 
use? What kinds of words, images and sounds would you choose? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In what ways is this story different to a movie or a book? How does this affect 
how you understand or enjoy this story?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Whose friend is Max the apple? From whose point of view is the story told? From 
what other points of view could the story have been told? What would be the 
effects of this? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Do you feel differently about friends and losing friends since playing Max the 
Apple? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

What style of writing would you call this? What effect did it have on you? What 
effect would another style of writing have on you and your experience of the 
themes? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 3: Teacher survey questionnaire 
 
Max the Apple 
Teacher survey  
 

Overall, how effective is Max the Apple in assisting students to learn? 
 1   2      3   4   5 
ineffective   moderately effective  very effective 
 
How effective was Max the Apple in generating interest in the student for: 

Nature/biology   
 1   2      3   4   5 
ineffective   moderately effective  very effective 

Social behaviours/customs  
 1   2      3   4   5 
ineffective   moderately effective  very effective 

English/literacy   
 1   2      3   4   5 
ineffective   moderately effective  very effective 

Arts and ICT    
 1   2      3   4   5 
ineffective   moderately effective  very effective 
 

Children appeared to be most engaged by/with (list from 1 to 3): 

 the story (words and voice and animation)     
 accessible content (facts and information) 
 the games / activities 
 

In your opinion, how effective were the levels of engagement in generating 
interest in the student for the key learning areas? (prioritise from 1 to 3) 

Nature/biology  story accessed facts/info games/activities 
Social behaviours/customs story accessed facts/info games/activities 
English/literacy  story accessed facts/info games/activities 
Arts and ICT   story accessed facts/info games/activities 
 

Did you observe the students struggling with any aspects of the project’s 
functionality? Where/when? Could they navigate to all the aspects? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In your opinion which age group benefits most from Max the Apple? Why? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Are there any aspects of Max the Apple that present issues for you as a teacher 
pedagogically, culturally or socially?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How do you think the project is best delivered for children’s learning? Please 
tick: 

 In an open class context (teacher driven)?  
 Individually (student driven) –in class / as homework 
 Small group context 
 Other   _____________________________________________ 
 
What follow up activities to Max the Apple could be implemented in furthering 
learning? eg. worksheets about language used; further studies of cultural 
customs; external links … 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
In which area of the curriculum do you think the delivery of this project is best 
situated?  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Any other comments please: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Appendix 4: Survey findings analysis      

 
Beta-testing ANALYSIS  
 
The School Surveys: Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5 surveys. 
 
Functionality. 
  
The questions: 
Grade 2: Was it is easy or hard to find your way through the story? Why? 
Grades 3, 4, 5: Was the story easy to follow? Could you understand what to click and 
when? 
 
Responses: 
Students on the whole responded to these questions in the affirmative. Very few had 
difficulties navigating their way through the story and comprehending its narrative 
trajectory. This is to be expected of an essentially linear presentation, however it also 
attests to the intuitive digital skills of this generation –the project having been designed 
to exploit the basic computer literacy skills of clicking on arrows and highlighted text, of 
drag and drop, and of drawing digitally (Children did tend to find the slider puzzles 
challenging, and this I attribute to a simple design flaw of borders too fine.) 

 
 

Literacy 
I. decoding -understanding narrative, comprehension of key and associated 

themes, understanding of associated info; comprehension across various media. 
 
The questions: 
Grade 2:  
What is this story about? 
What happens after Max falls off the window-sill? 
What are some other words for ‘friend’? 
What are different parts of a plant called? How do they help the plant? 
What things do plants need to grow?    
Grades 3, 4, 5:  
What are the key themes of Max the Apple? 
How does the narrator feel about losing Max?  
What does the narrator do to feel better about losing Max? 
How does Max’s memory live on? 
What are some synonyms for ‘friend’? 
Name three parts of a plant, and their function. 
What three things do plants need to grow? 

 
Responses: 
Responses show that the great majority of children across both age blocks (Grade 2 
and Grades 3 to 5) comprehended the narrative, although many were alarmed that 
the key character Max died. I found it surprising how much of an emotional connection 
the children made with this simple character (perhaps the multi-modal presentation 
enriches the relationship between audience and text). This response suggested to me 
that, in part, a key theme of death and rebirth –or at least some kind of cyclical 
continuity– had not been fully appreciated by many children; indeed of the Grade 3 - 5 
students who responded to the question, ‘What does the cycle of life mean?’ the 
majority described the arc from birth to death, with no completion of the circle 
(appreciated on any level). I had chosen a linear narrative structure for Max the Apple 
partly because the considerations in designing and realising a branching narrative 
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were beyond the scope of this research project but mainly because I had wanted to 
exploit the boons of a traditional causal (closed) narrative –empathy, consequence, 
resolution– in delivering a story that might teach appropriate behaviours and foster a 
heightened engagement with character. Perhaps, a preferable structure might be 
circular –still motivated by causality– but one in which a participant might enter at any 
stage; a narrative structure more in keeping with cyclical themes. All this being said, the 
simpler but no less profound, notion of friendship was appreciated by the vast majority 
as a key theme, as were associated ideas of tending to and expressing that friendship. 
So too, the practice of saying goodbye to things in order to feel better about their loss 
was appreciated by many. 
 
Many children did not report on information gleaned from linked factual information. 
This could be due to time constraints within the classroom, to information being 
incorrectly pitched to respective age groups (resulting in poor understanding and 
retention), or more simply that interest in the games and activities usurped time spent 
pursuing information (one teacher, and my own observations, confirms this latter 
observation). Where factual information was imbedded in the story via obligatory 
choices (e.g. funeral rites) retention of information was higher. 
 
On the whole, children resonated well with the emotional tone of the story, 
comprehended key themes to various levels of complexity (and according to levels of 
maturity), but few engaged with many associated facts and information. 
 
 

II. constructing meaning/text-participating -the incorporation of knowledge and 
understanding from wider cultural, disciplinary and personal contexts.  

 
The questions: 
Grade 2:  
What can you do when you lose someone or something you like? 
How can we say goodbye to things that we like? 
What are some good ways to make friends with others?    
What can we say to sick people to make them feel better? 
How can we find out if someone is sick?  
How can we look after them? 
Grades 3, 4, 5:  
What are some appropriate ways of showing friendship?               
What is one way in which we can find out if someone is sick?  
How can we treat them? How can we show them we care? 
What are some of the ways we can say goodbye to things that we like? 
Which of the ways of saying goodbye in Max the Apple meant the most to you? Why?  
Do you know of any other rituals from other countries that help in saying goodbye to 
people and things that have died? 
What does the cycle of life mean? 

 
Responses: 
The majority of responses across this set of questions indicate that children were able to 
interpret the experience/knowledge gleaned from their engagement with the project 
to apply to a personal context, albeit to various extents. It is difficult to ascertain, 
however, the extent to which children responded to the survey questions alone and 
independent of the project, and the extent to which children explored and 
comprehended the information provided by the narrative’s hotspots to arrive at a 
personal and individual response.  
Children often chose the most familiar (Western) cultural options in regards to funeral 
rites and medical procedures, very few taking the cue to cite experiences or 
knowledge of cultural practices not covered in the project (‘Do you know of any other 
rituals from other countries that help in saying goodbye to people and things that have 
died?’). This limited knowledge is to be expected of the age groups surveyed; the 
children would have benefitted from associated worksheets/class discussions in 
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developing this knowledge. Embedded links to the web would also facilitate individual 
contextual exploration. 
It was pleasing (and touching) to see that a number of students had drawn 
significances from the project for their personal lives. In response to ‘Which of the ways 
of saying goodbye in Max the Apple meant the most to you? And Why?’, responses 
included: ‘By using flowers because that is what I did when my grandma died’, ‘The 
flowers because I am a Hindu’, ‘The photo one with flower because that’s what you do 
in my background’,  and ‘By putting flowers on their plaques and gravestones. Because 
we put flowers on the plaque of my brother’. 

III. re-contextualizing/text-using  -points of departure for creating further narratives 
across various media. 

The questions: 
Grade 2: Where does Max come from? Can you imagine two other ways that Max 
might have appeared? 
Grades 3, 4, 5: Where does Max come from? Imagine two other ‘back-stories’ for Max.  
 
Responses: 
As discussed under the next item IV ‘critiquing’, the great majority of students were 
reticent in imagining or developing alternative scenarios or characters as prompted by 
Max the Apple. In response to the above question, some posited creative possibilities 
such as: ‘He came from fast food land’, ‘A random child put him on the windowsill’, ‘An 
evil elephant’s stomach’ and ‘A bird put him there’ –but most responses were to the first 
part of the question and limited by narrative’s set options (as presented in the slider 
puzzles). This can be attributed to the age groups tested, to survey time constraints, and 
to the perceived need for teacher-led activities and discussion to encourage lateral 
and creative responses. Only structured follow-up activities and dedicated class time 
(in creative writing, related visual and audio-visual projects, oral stories, songs, acting, 
etc) would gauge the creative potentials that, as I argue throughout the exegesis, are 
bountiful in this project due to its archetypal narrative and multimodal cues. 
Nonetheless, it was heartening to see that a significant number of students in response 
to these surveys had sketched, unsolicited, pictorial responses to the project. A few 
examples are included below; some drawings evidenced a narrative sensibility 
(sequential images and staging), which is particularly encouraging in regards to the 
potential of follow-on activities across various narrative media. 
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IV. critiquing/text-analysing  -a point of view and purpose/s can be identified, and an 
objective overview realised. Alternative designs (and points of view) can then be 
proposed. 

 
The questions: 
Grade 2:  
If Max wasn’t an apple, what other thing could he be? 
Grades 3, 4, 5:  
Can you identify three acts in the story? What is the problem or challenge of the story? 
How is this problem resolved? 
What is this story trying to teach you? If you were creating this story, how might you 
have done things differently? What character or characters would you use? What kinds 
of words, images and sounds would you choose?  
Whose friend is Max the apple? From whose point of view is the story told? From what 
other points of view could the story have been told? What would be the effects of this? 
Do you feel differently about friends and losing friends since playing Max the Apple? 
What style of writing would you call this? What effect did it have on you? What effect 
would another style of writing have on you and your experience of the themes? 
 
Responses: 
Results were mixed for this set of questions relating to text-analysis. As per my comments 
regarding the previous set of questions, next level engagement (applications, analysis) 
would benefit from parent/teacher-driven discussion and exploration, and from 
allocated extra time and follow-up activities. Targeting mainly the older age groups, 
many children were able to identify the story’s key structural elements (protagonist, 
their challenge and the resolution), most could identify a lesson or message (‘To care 
for people and things’, ‘How to not be too upset when someone you care about dies’, 
‘That you don’t always get a happy long lasting life’), and one or two could identify a 
first person perspective (‘Me. The person who made it’, ‘Me, my point of view’). Yet 
most children were loath to critically engage with the text by way of alternative 
proposals. Only a few offered that the (5 year old) voice-over should be replaced with 
an older voice, I imagine more in keeping with their age group, while a couple of girls (I 
assume) argued for their gender representation (‘Have a girl in it’). 
 
Questions such as ‘Do you feel differently about friends and losing friends since playing 
Max the Apple?’ would require further discussion in order to draw out and develop the 
appropriate critical insight, and while a number of students commented on the style of 
writing  –‘weird writing’, ‘kid writing’, ‘easy writing’, a ‘journal or a procedure’, 
‘autobiography’, ‘an interactive narrative’ and ‘cartoon’– few were able to comment 
on the subsequent impact of these styles. Of course, in retrospect, it is clear that this 
kind of analysis requires direction and explanation not offered during the survey 
sessions. An example of the kind of worksheet that would be useful for both text analysis 
and text-using is included as the appendix ‘multimodal literacy worksheet’. This 
worksheet is yet to be trialled in schools. 
 

 
Enjoyment/engagement.  
 
The questions: 
Grade 2:  
Which parts of the story did you like best? Why? 
Which parts of the story don’t you like? Why? 
Grades 3, 4, 5:  
Which parts of the story did you like best and why? 
Which parts of the story did you like the least and why? 
 
Responses: 
In response to ‘Which parts of the story did you like best and why?’ the majority of 
students identified the games ‘because they were fun’. Many identified the aspects of 
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the project in which there were things to ‘do’. Some identified the happy or fun parts of 
the story. Of the activities, students identified the bee game, ‘growing the plant’, the 
riddles, the tic tac toe/pong/maze page, and the diagnosis and treatment options as 
being their favourites because you got to do, to help, to choose, or because they were 
‘fun/funny’. 
 
In response to ‘Which parts of the story don’t you like, and why?’ the majority of 
children referred to Max getting sick/dying because it was  ‘weird’, ‘sad’ or simply 
unexpected. Some children critiqued the games: they were too easy, too hard or just 
plain ‘rigged’. Others mentioned the ‘boring bits’ in which there was not much to do 
(‘The reading parts because I didn’t know what to do’).  
 
Clearly, it was the doing, participatory aspects of the project that the students most 
resonated with; while the least favourite aspect was in the fact that the narrative’s 
central protagonist died. This latter response could be attributed to two factors: that the 
death of a protagonist is uncommon in children’s narratives (and, as mentioned above, 
that the redemptive theme of rebirth required further teacher-led explanation and 
discussion); secondly, that the project’s multimodal approach –image, voice, music, 
games– had been successful in facilitating the children’s empathy with the character 
and investment in the project’s narrative.   
 
Perhaps the best gauge of the children’s engagement with, and enjoyment of, the 
project lie in the observations made in the Teacher survey and video-testing, as 
discussed below. 
 
 
Multimodality  
 
The questions: 
Grade 2:  
What did you learn from the games and activities? 
What do you remember most about the story? The words? Or the voices? Or the 
pictures? Something else? 
In what ways is this story different to a movie or a book?  
Grades 3, 4, 5:  
What did you learn from the games and activities? 
Did you like the music? Voices? Sound effects?  
In what ways is this story different to a movie or a book? How does this affect how you 
understand or enjoy this story?  
 
Responses: 
In response to the difference to a movie or a book, Grade 2 students identified the 
facts that the project was ‘on a computer’, that you could participate in the narrative 
(‘In the middle of Max the Apple you can try to help him get better and [in] movies you 
can’t help the characters’), that someone reads the story to you, and that the pictures 
move. In the Grade 3 -5 surveys, children identified the project’s interactivity (‘It is 
interactive’, ‘I like it because it is something that you can do’, ‘You got to click on stuff’, 
‘You can choose what you want to do’), that ‘It is different because it has sounds, 
words, moving pictures’, and ‘Because it has games’. Some more astute responses to 
this question evidenced an appreciation of how the games aspect related to narrative 
and theme: ‘It’s a game through life’. 
 
In response to the question ‘What did you learn from the games and activities?’ roughly 
a third of the Grade 3 -5 comments referred to the games themselves (how to play 
them, that winning isn’t everything, that games and activities are more fun than work, 
etc), another third responded with relevant themes (‘Different ways to remember 
friends that you have lost’, ‘I learned how plant grow’), and the remainder avoided the 
question (this could have been due to student fatigue –as this question was closer to 
the end of the survey– or to a lack of critical insight). The question regarding music and 
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sound was poorly worded, and therefore generated little in the way of useful responses 
beyond mostly ‘yes’ or ‘no’, and a few ‘I did not like the voice of the little boy’ –as 
discussed above. It should be noted however, that across all groups, it was the 
dramatically graphic moments of the story (when Max is squished for example) that 
were cited in response to a broad range of questions –clearly intense cartoon imagery 
(and sound) makes a strong impression in the minds of many children.  
 
On the whole, the questions relating to multimodality were poorly cast. Coupled with 
the need for further teacher-led discussion in encouraging students to reflect on the 
various effects of the different modes of communication, there was not a lot of 
valuable data generated on the comparative effects of the various modes. Moreover, 
it is well known that modes such as sound work on participants in subtle and powerful 
ways that are not always acknowledged, as are the effects of visual elements. That 
said, students reiterated here their enthusiasm for the games and activities, and as 
indicated above, the doing aspects of their engagement, while other measures of the 
value of multimodality may lie in student comprehension and in emotional investment 
in narrative (both discussed above), and in the teachers’ responses and observations. 
 
The broad high level of enthusiasm for the games and activities of Max the Apple 
indicates the need to integrate such activities as much as possible into the project’s 
narrative in order to enhance character empathies, and to develop key themes and 
associated learning. Ideally, activities should generate experiential learning in key 
themes and content. To a large extent, Max the Apple realises this objective, 
particularly with regards to the bee game and the ‘growing the seed’ section as their 
undertaking both progresses the narrative and positions the child as an active 
participant in learning about biology. It is not apparent whether the games options 
designed to play out/develop participant bonding with Max (‘Max was fun’ page) 
were successful in that narrative task –it is clear however that learning is not embedded 
in these games as it is in the aforementioned activities. Where narrative options, such as 
in the ‘what to do with the seed’ (i.e. grief) and the funeral customs pages, are 
obligatory in progressing the narrative –where their undertaking provides a means to an 
end– the retention of information and the experiential learning would appear to be 
greater. 
 
It should be noted that a few students responded in kind to the multimodal nature of 
the project, peppering their written responses with visual icons taken from the project: 
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Cross-curricula applications / the Teacher Survey. 
 
The Teacher survey focussed on the project’s value as a cross-curricula learning tool, 
the value of the different modes of communication/engagement in respect to the 
different learning areas, and the best modes of delivery. Other questions related to 
target age groups and functionality. 
 
The questions: 

o Overall, how effective is Max the Apple in assisting students to learn? 
o How effective was Max the Apple in generating interest in the student for: 

Nature/biology; Social behaviours/customs; English/literacy; Arts and ICT?  
o Children appeared to be most engaged by/with: the story (words and voice 

and animation) OR accessible content (facts and information) OR the games 
and activities. 

o In your opinion, how effective were the levels of engagement in generating 
interest in the student for the key learning areas: Story OR accessed facts/info 
OR games/activities? 

o Did you observe the students struggling with any aspects of the project’s 
functionality? Where/when? Could they navigate to all the aspects? 

o In your opinion which age group benefits most from Max the Apple? Why? 
o Are there any aspects of Max the Apple that present issues for you as a teacher 

pedagogically, culturally or socially?  
o How do you think the project is best delivered for children’s learning: In an open 

class context (teacher driven) OR Individually (student driven) –in class / as 
homework OR Small group context OR Other? 

o What follow up activities to Max the Apple could be implemented in furthering 
learning? eg. worksheets about language used; further studies of cultural 
customs; external links … 

o In which area of the curriculum do you think the delivery of this project is best 
situated?  

o Other comments? 
 
Responses: 
Overall, the teachers rated the project well in assisting students to learn (across 5 levels 
of effectiveness, responses were from the higher 3 options with 1 ‘moderately effective’, 
2 ‘effective’, and 1 ‘very effective’). No one particular area of curriculum cited was 
isolated as benefitting from student interest generated by the project, however, 
Science and SOSE (Studies of Society and Environment) were recommended as the 
best areas to situate the project in terms of delivery.  
 
Teachers suggested that the games most engaged the children (with story second; 
associated facts last), while of the key learning areas, Nature/Biology most benefitted 
from student engagement with story and accessed facts, Social Behaviours/Customs 
from engagement with accessed facts; English/Literacy from story; and Arts and ICT 
from games and activities. 
 
A small group context was favoured by teachers as the best environment for students 
to engage with the project.  
 
Regarding follow-up activities, links to further information was endorsed for older groups, 
the SOSE and Science areas were reiterated as being relevant areas for developing the 
ideas raised in the project, while language worksheets and creative writing activities 
were also recommended. 
 
As to the most appropriate age group for the project, recommendations ranged across 
the grades tested: ‘The year 2, 3, 4 age groups would be able to take sections of the 
programme and do a whole series of work on them. For instance: English– genre writing 
procedures; Shirley’s [cake] recipe –Human Society and Its Environment; study of clouds 
–related to a whole unit on weather’ and ‘I believe to really grasp all the elements, kids 
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would need to be around 9 or 10 [Grades 4 and 5] and up’. My own inclination is 
towards Grade 4: they are old enough to understand the associated information, 
mature enough to engage with and develop the key themes, yet young enough to 
empathise with this particular voice over and to appreciate the simple trajectory of the 
narrative. The original intention, however, was for Max the Apple to be accessible to as 
wide an age group as possible –a general positive response across the ages surveyed 
attests to the success of that objective– and yet, for respective age groups to fully 
exploit all aspects of the project, I think designing for a narrower target group would 
have been beneficial.  
 
In terms of functionality, teachers observed that students navigated easily through the 
project (‘The Grade Two’s were surprisingly adept and interested in all aspects of the 
project/experience’ and ‘The better kids guided me!’). One teacher found it ‘difficult 
to get the kids off the games and into the story’ and that ‘kids missed elements of the 
project’. This concern could be addressed by revisiting the project (across a number of 
learning areas), indeed, as a rich teaching resource, Max the Apple’s tiers of 
engagement and cues to inquiry are designed to accommodate and sustain repeat 
sessions. 
 
Further comments reiterated the high level of engagement generated by the project 
(‘The most impressive part of the whole programme was the way the presentation – be 
it the illustrations, voice over, games, etc– captured the children’s attention. I had 
nearly 40 kids in the palm of my hand, on the last day of term’), suggested the benefits 
of a teacher-driven approach –‘kids were still keen to have a go themselves later 
anyway’– and the possibility of older students mentoring younger students through the 
project.  
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Video-Testing and Filmed Interviews. 
 
Three children from Grades 3, 4 and 6 were filmed undertaking the project and then 
afterwards in interview. Video-capturing tested functionality and engagement. The 
interview tested for comprehension, enjoyment, and multimodality. 
 
The footage of the children engaging in the project evidenced ease of navigation and 
good functionality (although the riddle page did present some confusion as to its 
function –that the answers were open, and that participants should make up their own 
responses6). It was notable that the subjects appeared to be motivated by an 
objective of completion, perhaps prompted by a perceived need to ‘perform’ in front 
of their adult cameraperson. This was evident in a linear approach to their 
engagement: there was not a lot of ‘tinkering’, of returning to areas of interest –not all 
hotspots were explored on all pages. This observation speaks to the benefit of teacher-
led discussions and contextual activities in exploring the project on first encounter and 
in directing inquiry in subsequent use. Also, crucial learning activities/information should 
be imbedded in the narrative so that the child is bound to encounter them. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that the children did return to the project out of filmed times to 
engage in a more playful and casual manner. All up, as interviews attest, the level of 
focussed engagement, interest and enjoyment was high. 
 
In interview, the nine year old (Grade 4) child relayed good comprehension of the 
emotional tone of the story and of its cyclical theme. Her level of retention of story and 
information was quite good and she related some ideas to her personal life (What 
would you do if you lost something close to you?: ‘Bury it, put flowers on it, visit it 
everyday if it’s in the backyard like our guinea pigs are…’). She would have drawn 
more from the story in learning about biology and social customs with parent/teacher-
driven discussion and exploration. In response to the difference between this project 
and a movie or a book, the participant responded that Max the Apple ‘reads for you; 
movies you don’t get to choose when to go to the next thing, you can’t have a look 
around … movies just go straight thru, you don’t get to see them again’. 
 
The eleven year old child (Grade 6) showed similar levels of comprehension. She both 
read and listened to the words, and found that the difference between this project and 
books or movies was that this was ‘like a story with little games in it’. It was better than a 
book because ‘It’s interactive, its not just like reading it, it explains what everything is’ 
and ‘I think its really fun and really enjoyable and you can do it more than once’. In 
response to whether she had encountered this kind of project before, she said she had 
played some games in English and Maths but ‘only a little bit’. She ranked it as ‘extra 
cool’. 
 
Finally, the eight year old (Grade 3) grasped the emotional tone of the story and 
comprehended the narrative. Teacher/parent/sibling-led exploration (of associated 
content) and discussion would have been required to tease out the key themes, their 
implications and applications. The participant both read and listened to the words, and 
in regards to any ‘bigger’ words, ‘If I didn’t understand them all I did was listen’. The 
child responded enthusiastically in interview to the games components and to the 
challenge of ‘growing the seed’. He drew attention to the games as differentiating this 
story from those of books (‘Its better than a book and more’; Why better than a book?: 
‘The games and stuff’). 

                                                 
6 This page had originally been conceived in anticipation of hosting the story online so that 
children could post and share their creative responses. This online context may have ameliorated 
the current confusion. 
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Appendix 5: Colour select         

 
Colour select 
Design for intended colour customisation page. 
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Appendix 6: Script for bee game       

 
 
//Variables for controlls 
var velocityX:Number = 0; 
var velocityY:Number = 0; 
var velocityXMax:Number = 5; 
var velocityYMax:Number = 5; 
var velocityXMaxReverse:Number = -5; 
var velocityYMaxReverse:Number = -5; 
var acceleration:Number = .5; 
var friction:Number = 0.90; 
 
//variables for flowers 
var flowers:Number = 6; 
//var i:Number = 0; 
var score:Number = 0; 
 
var boundryTop:Number = 0; 
var boundryBot:Number = Stage.height - player_mc._height; 
var boundryLeft:Number = 0; 
var boundryRight:Number = Stage.width; 
var myboolean:Boolean = true; 
 
var xpos = new Array(); 
xpos[0] = 41; 
xpos[1] = 58; 
xpos[2] = 188; 
xpos[3] = 126; 
xpos[4] = 172; 
xpos[5] = 201; 
xpos[6] = 383; 
xpos[7] = 399; 
xpos[8] = 413; 
xpos[9] = 480; 
xpos[10] = 482; 
xpos[11] = 554; 
 
var ypos = new Array(); 
ypos[0] = 181; 
ypos[1] = 367; 
ypos[2] = -4.6; 
ypos[3] = 307; 
ypos[4] = 58; 
ypos[5] = 152; 
ypos[6] = 393; 
ypos[7] = 24; 
ypos[8] = 172; 
ypos[9] = 6; 
ypos[10] = 212; 
ypos[11] = 334; 
 
/** 
* Main Game Loop 
*/ 
function runGame():Void { 
 // UP Arrow or W 
 if (Key.isDown(Key.UP) || Key.isDown(87)) { 
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  if (velocityY<velocityYMax) { 
   velocityY += acceleration; 
  } 
 } 
 // DOWN Arrow or S       
 if (Key.isDown(Key.DOWN) || Key.isDown(83)) { 
  if (velocityY>velocityYMaxReverse) { 
   velocityY -= acceleration; 
  } 
 } 
 // RIGHT Arrow or A       
 if (Key.isDown(Key.RIGHT) || Key.isDown(68)) { 
  if (velocityX>velocityXMaxReverse) { 
   velocityX -= acceleration; 
  } 
 } 
 // LEFT Arrow or D       
 if (Key.isDown(Key.LEFT) || Key.isDown(65)) { 
  if (velocityX<velocityXMax) { 
   velocityX += acceleration; 
  } 
 } 
 // friction       
 velocityX *= friction; 
 velocityY *= friction; 
 
 // update position  
 player_mc._x -= velocityX; 
 player_mc._y -= velocityY; 
 
 
 //warp code X axis 
 if (player_mc._x < boundryLeft) { 
  player_mc._x = boundryLeft+1; 
 } 
 if (player_mc._x > boundryRight) { 
  player_mc._x = boundryRight-1; 
 } 
 //warp code Y axis       
 if (player_mc._y<boundryTop) { 
  player_mc._y = boundryTop-1; 
 } 
 if (player_mc._y>boundryBot) { 
  player_mc._y = boundryBot+1; 
 } 
 
 
} 
 
initFlowerPower(); 
 
function initFlowerPower() { 

 

 for (var i:Number = 0; i<xpos.length; i++) { 
  //for (var j:Number = 0; i<ypos.length; i++) { 
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   attachMovie("test","apple"+i,i); //Attach movieclip with 
name flower (id, name, depth) 
   apples = _root["apple"+i];   //Variable to simply, 
but we are reffering to all three 
   apples._x = xpos[i];    //positions of apples 
in x 
   apples._y = ypos[i];    //positions of apples 
in y 
   apples.stop(); 
   apples.onEnterFrame = function() { //Function,  rules to flower 
as it enters frame 
     
    if (this.hitTest(player_mc)) { 
     score++; 
     this.gotoAndPlay(2); 
    } 
     
   }; 
  //} 
 } 
} 
 
/*initDragons();//Run function initDragons 
 
function initDragons() { 
 for (var i:Number = 0; i<flowers; i++) {//Create Variabel i which is zero  
  //if i is less than flower (3) exicute code 
  //Run update statement 
  //Run code again 
 
  attachMovie("test","flower"+i,i);//Attach movieclip with name flower (id, 
name, depth) 
  flower = _root["flower"+i];//Variable to simply, but we are reffering to all 
three 
 
  updateFlower(flower);//Run funciton updateflower and send through 
variable flower 
  flower.onEnterFrame = function() {//Function,  rules to flower as it enters 
frame 
   flower.stop(); 
   if (this.hitTest(player_mc)) {//If contact is made with player_mc 
do this: 
    //score += 5;   //Add +5 score 
    //trace(score); 
    //updateFlower(this);   // place flowers  
    flower.gotoAndStop(2); 
    winState(score);// Run function winState 
   } 
   if (this._y<Stage.height) {//if the Y coordient is less than stage  
    this._y += this.velo;//  
   } else { 
    updateFlower(this); 
   } 
  }; 
 } 
} 
 
function updateFlower(uflower) { 
 uflower._x = random(Stage.width); 
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 uflower._y = random(Stage.height); 
 //uflower.velo = velocityYMax; 
} 
 
function winState(score) { 
 if (score>99) { 
  trace("You Won!"); 
  gotoAndPlay("Scene 12", 1); 
 } 
} 
 
*/ 
/** 
* onEnterFrame function to repeat runGame() over and over 
*/ 
player_mc.onEnterFrame = function() { 
 runGame(); 
}; 
 
//http://www.freeactionscript.com
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Appendix 7: Script for loading sounds and dot to dot    
 
 
 
import mx.utils.Delegate; 
var loaded:Boolean = true; 
 
if (loaded) { 
  
 SoundLoader.getInstance().init(); 
 //Musics 
 // 
 // 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/musicFinal/maxTheme1.mp3", 
"Music1").volume = 100; 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/musicFinal/maxTheme2.mp3", 
"Music2").volume = 100; 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/musicFinal/maxTheme3.mp3","Mus
ic3"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/musicFinal/maxTheme4.mp3","Mus
ic4"); 
 
 //Dialog Bud 
 // 
 // 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budMaxTheApple
.mp3","budMaxTheApple"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budUncut.mp3","b
udUncut"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budOneSunnyDay
.mp3","budOneSunnyDay"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budMaxAppeare
d.mp3","budMaxAppeared"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budOnTheWindo
w.mp3","budOnTheWindow"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budShinyRed.mp3
","budShinyRed"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budIDidntAsk.mp3
","budIDidntAsk"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budWhereHeCam
eFrom.mp3","budWhereHeCameFrom"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budAndMaxNeve
rTold.mp3","budAndMaxNeverTold"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budSsshhh.mp3","
budSsshhh"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budButSoon.mp3"
,"budButSoon"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budTheBestOf.mp
3","budTheBestOf"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budUncover.mp3"
,"budUncover"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/bud/budShowMax.mp
3","budShowMax"); 
 
 //Dialog Fran 
 // 
 // 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franPinkLady.mp3"
,"franPinkLady"); 
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 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franRoyalGala.mp
3","franRoyalGala"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franRedDelicious.
mp3","franRedDelicious"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franFuji.mp3","fran
Fuji"); 
 
 //SFX 
 // 
 // 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/crayon.mp3","crayon"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/birds.mp3", "birds").volume 
= 200; 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/windowSillBounce.mp3","w
indowSillBounce"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/maxTwinkles.mp3","maxTwi
nkles"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/redDelicious.mp3","redDeli
cious"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/pinkLady.mp3","pinkLady")
; 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/fuji.mp3","fuji"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/royalGala.mp3","royalGal
a"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/ufoHendrix.mp3","ufoHend
rix"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/leone.mp3","leone"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/truck.mp3","truck"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/soilPat.mp3","soilPat"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/grunt1.mp3","grunt1"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/grunt2.mp3","grunt2"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/grunt3.mp3","grunt3"); 
  
//
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/highFive2.mp3","highFive2"
); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/group/groupYesHighFiv
e.mp3","groupYesHighFive"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franHongi.mp3","fr
anHongi"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/breathing.mp3","breathing
"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/sitarLongEdit.mp3","sitarLo
ngEdit"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franNamaste2.mp
3","franNamaste2"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/raspberry.mp3","raspberry"
); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/voiceFinal/fran/franRaspberry2.m
p3","raspberry2"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/umbrellaOpen.mp3","umb
rellaOpen"); 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/maxExits.mp3","maxExits"); 
 
 
 //SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/",""); 
 
 //Mall 
 //SoundLoader.getInstance().addSound("finals/sfxFinal/",""); 
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 SoundLoader.getInstance().loadSounds(Delegate.create(this, 
allSoundsLoaded)); 
 trace("loaded" + " = " + loaded); 
} else { 
 trace("loaded" + " = " + loaded); 
} 
 
function allSoundsLoaded() { 
 SoundLoader.getInstance().playSound("Music1",-1); 
 trace("AllSound Loaded"); 
} 
//Cursor code  
// 
// 
cursor_mc.startDrag("true");// Start draggin and sets it to mouse.  
Mouse.hide();//Hides mouse 
var twentyFourFive:Boolean = false; 
var frameOne:Boolean = true; 
 
_root.createEmptyMovieClip("line_mc",-16380);//Creates, movie clip with instance 
"line_mc"  
 
_root.onMouseDown = function() {//Mousedown function 
 if (frameOne) { 
  trace("MOUSE IS DOWN"); 
  SoundLoader.getInstance().playSound("crayon"); 
 
  line_mc.moveTo(_xmouse,_ymouse);// Move movieclip line_mc to 
mouse position   
  line_mc.lineStyle(10,0x660099,100);//Linestyle, 10 in size, Purple, 100 Alpha  
 
  this.onEnterFrame = function() {//On This frame do this : 
   line_mc.lineTo(_xmouse,_ymouse); 
  }; 
 
  area1_mc.onEnterFrame = function() { 
 
   if (this.hitTest(_xmouse, _ymouse)) { 
    twentyFourFive = true; 
 
   } 
  }; 
 
  area2_mc.onEnterFrame = function() { 
 
   if (this.hitTest(_xmouse, _ymouse)) { 
    twentyFourFive = true; 
 
   } 
  }; 
  area3_mc.onEnterFrame = function() { 
 
   if (this.hitTest(_xmouse, _ymouse) && twentyFourFive) { 
    stopAll(); 
    gotoAndPlay(2); 
 
   } 
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  }; 
  _root.onMouseUp = function() { 
   this.onEnterFrame = null; 
   SoundLoader.getInstance().stopSound("crayon"); 
  }; 
 
 
  buttonErase.onPress = function() { 
 
   _root.line_mc.clear(); 
  }; 
 } 
 
}; 
 
forward1.onPress = function() { 
 
 stopAll(); 
 gotoAndPlay(2); 
 frameOne = false; 
}; 
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Appendix 8: Visual development 

entry page 
drafts                   final 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
title page 
draft                final 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front page 
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‘one sunny day’ 
drafts                final 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘I didn’t ask where he’d come from’ 
draft                final 
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‘long nights we’d chat’ 
draft                final 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘max was fun’ 
draft                final 
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‘many cloudy days passed…’ 
draft                final 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘I picked him up’ 
draft                final 
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Appendix 9: Interactive map        

 

Text/Action/Interactivity/General considerations/Learning sphere 
 
 

Voice-over reading for smaller kids  

Words highlight as spoken… or scrub with icon to generate voice..? 

Icon to go back: back things: backwards/the past/yesterday/before/then/etc anti.. 

or little max signalling forward back –check out signing language.. 

Also icon to go forward for little kids/anyone –appeal of games/challenge should 

have kids take longer route.. ‘inappropriate choices can still impede progress –rely 

on/encourage kids self-determination  

sentences accumulate on main page as per picture book  

Text/image flashes as prompt for interactivity? Or just enlarge with curse-over 

(encourage exploration) 

incorporate texting vocabularies gr8, etc as alternative script?  Choose from outset. 

Vary how each line of story appears… word by word, a few lines at a time and 

whole page -but maintain rhythmn and allow for all reader speeds, and hold full 

page at ‘end’ of each page  

Text within page  

How visually incorporate text info (as generated by interactivity) –side panel? tabs? 

Case by case; how incorporate for eg non-progressive info such as famous apples 

in history..? 

Where poss, offer alternative ‘right’ responses.. 

Links for further inquiry? 

Imagery –flat colours / gradients?… maintain sparse aesthetic, use 2D, simple zooms 

for some depth fx, think about thinner lines for visuals (and script?) –avoid thickening 

lines with zooms –test all this out.. try mostly white/off white bgs… low tech visuals; 

focus on hightened angagement through content and interactivity 

Think about scanning in full pages for appropriate line thicknesses and ease re 

text..?  

How justify not opting for genuine alt pathways..? 

How indicate cycling of seasons?  -chapters? 

Spring regeneration etc 

Parent, teacher guide 
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1. 
Max the apple (amos, axel, adam, 
bill, calvados, cyd) 
Voice narrates as words highlighted 
 

2.  
One sunny day,  
sun up 
Max appeared on the window sill, 
window sill in; curtains little suns; max appears 
-shiny, red, 
and looking all too pleased with 
himself.  
star glints on max 
work back from this last composite image; 
includes whole page of text;  
 
 
 

4. 
Long nights we’d chat  
pan down from moon external shot 
house and silhouette me and max in 
window? 
Laughing about bananas  
(and) Telling apple jokes and stuff  
silhouette bananas to ears/horns; text 
laughter emanates 
… Max was fun.  

Curtain opens, Max slides in top hat 
song and dance,  
 

 

Voice option -Choose voice-over style: darth 
vader / noddy / etc with icon pop culture 
‘language’ option: texting, pidgin, etc 
Intro icon to go forward (and back) –max 
signalling (annotated) vocab 
 

colour options gala, pink lady, etc, own type: 
hue and label; drop down panel for all types 
of (red) apples  … biology/marketing/visual 
creativity 
hue remains for rest of story 
 
 

Small seed on blank page triggers title 
natural science 
Or one red apple amongst grid of green 
apples –click on red apple generates title 
Or match halves -grid of halves only one set 
(the apple) –drag and drop visual 
literacy/biology 
Or drag and drop apple back into barrel / 
match halves different fruit or bring segments 
together (half plus quarter plus quarter?)  
 

different scenarios –alone at a station / alien 
arrival / stork / apple with napsack  
scenarios are clicked through his thought 
bubble… as he tilts his head in reminiscence 
viz lit, imagination 
different languages for ‘friends’ and/or 
colloquialisms and their roots? Language 
with appro gestures verbal literacy, 
socialisation/manners, history 
Handshake.. choose appropriate gesture 
(include historical roots) 
 

3.  
I didn’t ask where he came from  
and Max never told me  -writ small..? 
finger to mouth..? dark sunglasses fade in..? 
but soon we became the best of friends.  
(my) arm pulls max close, or gesture  
choice enacted 
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5. 
Then one day  
……?   
The sun didn’t shine  
clouds in window, clouds on curtain 
And Max looked miserable.  
Zoom to max, leaf droops, (all 
shades) to grey? 
I picked him up for his regular polish 
hand in and grab 
And my finger went straight through his side 
turns and brings to camera, 
squeezes, splosh 
 

8. 
I cried the whole of the next day.  
Tears (like rain) across front of screen; 
replicated in window / window fills up 
with water.. drips to floor 
… and it rained for weeks and weeks. 
 

dance styles options to side (generate different 
processed drum beat and max approximation of 
dance, dance steps animate). Pop culture 
Play max at noughts and crosses /hide and seek 
max/ have a chat with max about: bananas/the 
weather/politics/bikes/favourite colours/etc: 
Max: ‘did you know that:…..  –provide alternative 
lines of dialogue, pariticipant fills gaps..? 
Participants post apple jokes..?  
Visual logic, social skills, imagination 
Icon forward when through 

Slow mo replay detail option? –apple-cam? Here 
flip-book option..? and/or play at different 
speeds (annotated) -18 fms early film/Disney 
anim/warners/HannaBarb/ 
Filmic apparatus, gross factor 
 6. 

Many cloudy days passed  
many clouds in window  
And Max got softer, more mushy.  
Create second page?:  
I’d say, ‘Stay with it Max!’  
as speech bubble;  
But he’d just get gluggier  
‘gluggier’ gets slips off page, leaves 
white imprint   
 
 

7. 
And then one night  
something ominous in window? grim 
reaper –no.. 
Max keeled over and splotched onto the floor.  
Max teeters, theatrical death 
(somehow), slo-mo extended fall past 
some reference point, cut to c/up for 
slo-mo impact 
 

(click mon, tues, wed, etc all cloudy as circular 
viewing card?) pull curtain cord…? Different 
types of clouds.. natural science 
(mushier with each click of viewer)  
 
post your own words of encouragement?/choice 
re words of encouragement –‘wrong’ words take 
you back -‘find another friend’ etc 
verbal literacy, socialisation/manners, empathy 
band aid options, zoom in on wounds, choose 
appropriate bandage -snake bite..? –drag and 
drop         worms? 
First aid, empathy 
carer options: thermometer, ice pack etc from 
first aid kit; chicken broth; vegemite on toast; ice 
cream; go to the movies; invite friends over to 
watch max’s corruption –latter options ends story 
–‘wanna rethink?’ empathy 
 
 
 

no progressive task –silence and then next page 
automatically/appropriate next pg icon –max 
rubbing eyes, tear falls 
 
other famous apple tragedies –match name and 
visuals: newton, William tell, pig’s mouth, etc 
history pop culture 
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9. 
Finally the sky cleared  
sun in window, elbows out previous 
And the sun caught a glimpse  
glint then zoom to speck 
Of a tiny black speck (nestled in the crack)  
Of/on the window sill 
 

10. 
Carefully I planted the seed in a pot with soil, 
And sure enough, over the next few weeks 
A bold young seedling grew  
Right there on the spot where Max had sat.  
Seedling grows –moving camera 
follows roots then growing tip in cu 
–annotated  
And before long my room was full of bright  
green leaves, and blossoms  
and then many more apples than  
you’d care to count 
blossoms,  
(pov bees flying..?) 
apples emerge, zoom back fill 
screen 

11. 
and so we held a huge party 
with banana cake and sparklers  
sparklers, cakes; banana cake 
recipe 
And we toasted to (the memory of) Max  
chinking of glasses cheers / kampai 
/ prost / etc 
Who appeared one sunny day  
inset max 
Shiny,  
Red, 
And looking all too pleased with himself. 
 

options re cultural grieving rituals: Minute silence 
(hands clockwise over scene), Incense (drag and 
drop) manners, social science, comparative 
religion 
[Choose a funereal tradition: max in state / 
cremation / out to sea (a la deadman) / etc 
/under a tree… accompanying text.. -in 
inset/window…  
  
one choice progresses or hit next page icon 
 

 

Use magnifying glass cursing over seed 
generates:’ What is it?’ and options: a bug? a 
glob of vegemite? alien poo? what? –click on 
correct answer..  visual literacy/logic 
What does he/we DO with the ‘speck’? options: 
plant in pot, toss in bin, microscope? –drag 
across, eat (‘apple seeds have little nutrional 
value’) logic, creativity 
 
Options re water/shade/composting to generate 
next image of growth..? drag watering can 
Until tree reaches zenith 
Empathy, biology 
pollinate with bees chosen from squadron on 
right –all with appropriate fighter pilot names; 
space invaders game… 
visits to 3 flowers and then apples biology 

different signs for eternity from different cultures 
(wheel of dharma/infinity/circle, etc) revolve 
around max; click on one (text gives 
background) social science, comparative 
religion 
back icons allows for exploring all signs …  
and whole story begins again… but this time 
goes to a ‘seed’ (which then generates title) 
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Appendix 10: Computer script: communications    

 
 (Me notes 
Check where theme 3 comes in 
Check hongi –graphic should play once 
From maze max fades up rather than slides across scene 
Change banana in pong 
 
Miserable –slow down slump to sync with wah wah wah 
 
Identify where themes go over scenes..) 
 
 
Henrik notes 
Max appears: 
Dot to dot –spots go green –more time effective solution?  
Stops in for back buttons  
Black outline for sliders –separate tiles (or try rope effect) .. put borders in first 
icons and consistent missing tile bottom right.. try embossing 
 
Theme down for friendship  
Over sounds on friendship back in  
High 5 narration in  
Deactivate and decolour friends when in option  
 
Long nights: 
5 -10 sec delay between bananas and apple jokes –but if hit bananas, apple 
jokes comes in after duration of banana mc  -to review 
 
apple jokes: riddle text remains red when entering answer 
appropriate font for answers 
active box max grey, lose box but keep text when not active 
when go to next riddle, previous box stays up… 
 
‘max was fun’ reposition into games selection  
arrows back on each game  
pong –use font for numbers and only up to 3   
max stays still or movement limited..  
loop theme for pong  
tic tac to –change max wins to font..  
get rid of left over imagery on tic tac to – Use code that removes Sliders 
forward arrow (back in to story) on each game pg  
 
finger splosh:  
graphic back in for splosh over  
deactivate flip book button on that option  
fade out main text for longer when make selection  
 
stay with it: 
cloud descriptions in on mouse down (only)  
rain overlays max for cumulo 
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speech bubble on right stays up for duration of voices (later up for duration of 
buddy and then quik fades around screen for others)..  also currently steel 
thyself –no chorus..  
 
diagnosis: 
treat buttons the same as friendship  
 
treatment: 
what would you (fran)prescribe doctor –dialogue in..   
treat buttons the same as friendship 
pops back in for acupuncture  
 
I cried: 
Sound: if playing on button let sound play out (same throughout)  
A still image in window from mc’s on over…  
Click twice on dirt and jewish comes up..? 
 
a tiny black speck: 
sparkle as second button option  
buttons sounds to not overlap  
 
ok to be angry: 
delay fran until buddy played thru  
on rubbish button, buddy should play thru  
arrows back in for rubbish and boot options… 
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Appendix 11: Sound: communications   

text Sound done to edit/amend to get new 
 

‘max the apple: 
uncut, unplugged, ripe and 
ready’ 

NEED CLICKS FOR BUTTON SELECT THRU-OUT….. from 
mah jong ‘a’ harmonic 
 
 
Sfx: crayon,  
     Eraser for ‘undo’ button 
     next pg spin; -spin the wheel –later OR APPLE 
CRUNCH  
     sfx for max appearing prior tot title? 

‘one sunny day, max 
appeared on the window sill, 
shiny red, and looking all to 
pleased with himself’ 

Sfx: sunny day sounds 
     pop of max appearing;  
     glint on his brow  
     Fx for zoom in and outs (throughout)? 
     Red customisation layer:  
         ‘plinks’ for button selections (differentiate 
between hotspots in narrative and options on 
interactive layer…? And/or let mood of scene 
dictate..?) 
          sfx for max changing colour (da  dahhh..) 
     

‘I didn’t ask where he came 
from and max never told me 
but soon we became the 
best of friends’ 
 

Sfx: 
   Click clack slider sound; -mah jong tiles 
   slider vignettes: spaceship, alien atmos (clip 
Hendrix) 
                     empty landscape, truck, bouncing apple 
with muffled ouches  
    gestures of friendship: breathing for hongi (louder), 
handslaps for high 5, namaste? –something but 
avoid cultural cliché, trim raspberry for over version, 
and umbrella and max zipping off 
Ambience in back on over eg namaste 
Better sitar..for over on namaste..?? 
 
 

‘long nights we’d chat, 
laughing about bananas and 
telling apple jokes and stuff’ 

Night sfx; -crickets and owl 
Banana gag: whistling, slip, thump,  
Max giggle at answers to riddles;  

‘max was fun’ Pops for game options appearing, 
Games:  Sfx for maze (hide and seek); –sfx when 
hit/found max, high5 slap and applause(?)..  
        Noughts and crosses (or apples and 
bananas/pears) 
        Pong (slapping Sound)  

‘then one day, the sun didn’t 
shine and max looked 
miserable’ 

Clouds cover sun, 
max retracting (deflating) 
 

‘I picked him up for his 
regular polish, and my finger 
went splosh into his side’ 

Anticipation/doom scape (eg ‘jaws’ but 
understated) 
Splosh (and spots on camera) 
sfx for splosh button and then slo mo and flip book sfx 

‘many cloudy days passed, cloud pass over; ambience for different types of 
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and max got softer, more 
mushy. 
I’d say …. ’ 

clouds selected. 
Max more miserable 
Kids call out encouragement choice (a la sesame st) 
needle scratch for wrong option 

But he’d just get gluggier Max conniption –stretch and bubble. 
Doctors and nurses: 
     Thermometer –drag and drop, temp rises and 
explodes(timing) 
     Stethoscope –drag and drop, irregular heartbeat 
–yes, car (not) starting.. 
      Tongue depresser –drag and drop, 
‘aaaagh’(louder), gross sfx for mouth ulcers, etc –
kids: eyuwwww… 
Otoscope (bats) 
 
Over sounds for therm; steth -heartbeat; otoscope 
…? –clean up aagh 
 
‘what would you prescribe?:” 
     bandaid –ripping sound for button, slapping on 
bandaids for selection (timing) 
     leeches –squirming for button; slapping on and 
sucking –shorter suck for over for appllication (kids: 
eyuwwww…) 
      chicken broth –buck, buck, bark –drop cage; 
slurps; sniffs; slide in –cut click for bowl; gag 
      acupuncture –tuning fork for button, pops for 
application (timing)  

‘and then one night, max 
keeled over and splotched 
onto the floor’ 

‘then one night’ –owl hoots, then impending doom 
cliché,  
death throws chest grab (kid style),  
slow mo falling sound  
splosh; splats on screen 
‘wa wa wa…’ –but understated …  

‘I cried the whole of the next 
day, and it rained for weeks 
and weeks’ 

Rain, sadness.. 
Mourning ritual sfx –both buttons and vignettes 
played out on selection: 
        Pebble on grave; crows (white noise) 
        Candle: candle down muffled thump; atmos 
        Jazz funeral; any proclaimations..?(god, I loved 
that apple… in new Orleans voice?) 
        Soil?: throws, 1 pats 
        Flower: hindu fx what for over..?-clean up click  
and authentic music.. for press..? 
Mexico: fx, bed linen timing 1 swoosh and  3 muffled 
pats 

‘finally, the sky cleared, and 
the sun caught a glimpse of a 
tiny black speck nestled in a 
crack of the floorboards’ 

Birds twitter; glint sfx; clouds part..? 
Room goes up…? 
Zoom for magnifying glass 
Pops for what is it buttons 
Kids: no! no! yes! -in response to options; alien sfx..? 
Fog-horn for incorrect responses; and alternative for 
correct (fanfare?. 
 
 

‘sadly, I tossed the seed in the 
rubbish bin; 
angrily, I stomped on the 
seed with my boot’ 

kids read responses (‘it’s ok to be blue’, etc) with 
impro’ing. 
Contemplative? (but not negative..) sfx as select 
these options-stomped boots; sad old bastard; 
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upbeat sfx for selecting pot-lean on my pot 
 

‘carefully, I planted the seed 
in a pot with soil, and sure 
enough, over the next few 
weeks, a bold young seedling 
grew, right there on the spot 
where max had sat.’ 

sfx for growing factors (and growing tip of seedling): 
     sunshine 
     watering can –continuous flow 
    compost application. 

(soil zoom) Sfx for zoom; 
Creepy crawly sounds for bugs in soil;  
Growing, stretching sounds for roots and seedling; 
ascending fx 
Birds twitter as seedling moves thru sky, pot explodes, 
leaves unwrap. 

‘and before long, my room 
was full of bright green 
leaves, and blossoms …’ 

blossoms bling, busy bee sounds; 
apples pop –acupuncture  

‘and then many more apples 
than you’d care to count’ 

apples pop on mass 

‘and so we held a huge party 
with banana cake and 
sparklers, and we toasted to 
the memory of max’ 

Sparklers, 
Party hubbub and music (muffled on transition); 
spoon on glass then toast, kids: ‘to max!’, ‘cheers’ 
synonyms –different accents 

‘who appeared one sunny 
day, shiny, red, and looking 
all too pleased with himself’. 

Glint sfx; 
Stretching morph sounds for central apple.. 
season sound fx/music for 2 secs season vignettes 
(spring, summer, autumn, winter) - later 
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Appendix 12: Production notes 

 

text Stills, interactives animation scripting sound Research 
 

Xtras/alts 

 Help button for first 
three scenes (or 
throughout..?) 

  
 

voices?: buddy 
and kid chorus 
 
Santo: click on 
words –they 
enlarge with audio 
(for reading); 
 
Words repeated 
with over for 
buttons. 
 
Music loop 
throughout..? 

 Drawing, colouring 
in possibilities 
anywhere? 
Wallpapers? 
Pdf colourin pgs? 

‘max the 
apple’ 

1.Join the dots –
max word 
 
2. fwd and back 
buttons 

Later: all imagery 
bigger? –text 
overlay.. and text 
big as voiceover 
and retreat to 
sentence –ie more 
dynamic text…. 
 

 
2. Forward and 
back synonyms 
(begins on different 
synonym each 
time, appears on 
over, spins fast on 
press, stops on 
release 
momentarily before 
next pg) 

Kid’s voice; 
Sfx (crayon, next pg 
spin) 

1. Fwd, back 
synonyms (include 
further common 
use languages) 
 

Slider; 
Match halves;  
Drag and drop 
apples in 
bucket/basket; 
find seed: curse 
and magnify icon 
appears, click and 
seed-tree-apple-
seed crash cycle 
and then title 
appears... 

‘one sunny 
day … 

2.Image bigger;  
 

1. Max cycle  
-have 2 types … 

 
4. customise apple 

Kid’s voice; 
Sfx: pop of max 

 Peter f: customise 
so have kids name 
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 and  
2. Resolve cycle 
and timeline 
clashes 
throughout.. 
prompt comes up 
re ‘on the window 
sill’ after 20 secs..? 

colour 
-design own –type 
in label, select 
colour… colour in? 
retain info to share  
 

appearing; glint …  
Apple types –
kid/adult/no voice? 
Fx for zoom in and 
outs? 

appear for them 
somewhere ...; 
File size issues: 
Is there dynamic 
script to alter colour 
all way thru? 
 

‘I didn’t ask 
… 
 

 
nest first slider 
 
 

3, 4, 5. Pig slider 
 
6, 7, 8, 9. resolve 
zoom back for 
hongi 
 

5. Slider puzzles  
 
 

Kids Voice and sfx:  
‘sshh’; 
slider sound; slider 
vignettes;  
Greeting fx 
 

 Friend synonyms 
generate imagery –
amigos –bandido 
vignette with sound 
fx 

‘long nights 
… 

8. Game options 
 
9. max verbal (?) 
invitation and text 
to accompany 
high 5..? 
 
10, 11, 12. game 
designs x 3 

10. Banana gag 
 
(max giggles in 
response to 
riddles..?) 

7. Select riddle and 
post answer –
answers 
accumulate for 
display/sharing  
 
(max giggles when 
answer 
submitted..?) 
 
8. Noughts and 
crosses (apples and 
bananas),  
 
9.maze (hide and 
seek max),  
 
10. pong 

Night sfx; 
Banana sfx, and 
kids laughing; 
Max giggle riddles; 
games sliding and 
appropriate sfx 

 (mis) match halves 
bananas (in 
bubble); stick on 
moustaches, etc on 
bananas; 
dance options max 

‘then one 
day … 

 11. animate max 
miserable 

 Max retracting; sun 
didn’t shine fx 
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‘I picked him 
up … 

13.  
 
time narration and 
splosh sfx 

12.animate finger 
splosh 
 
13. full hand 
animation 
 
14. animate slo-mo 

 ‘Industrial’ 
humming; 
splosh; 
kids: eyuwwww… 

 Other hand rag; 
 

‘many 
cloudy days 
… 

14.  
new icons for 
encouragement 

 
19. animate max 
mushy 
 
santo: have max 
respond to words of 
encouragment 

 
 

Max mushier; 
Kids call out 
encouragement 
choice (a la 
sesame st) 

 pull curtain cord… 
for circular viewing 
card of cloud 
types? –max 
mushier with each 
click  

But he’d just 
get gluggier 
… 

15.  
 
(draw 'gluggier’ all 
puffy for over 
option, or up..?) 
 

20. Max conniption 
 
21, 22, 23. animate 
max’s vitals (worms 
here) –mouth, 
heartbeat, ear 
 
24, 25, 26, 27 
animate treatments 
–chicken broth 

12. drag and drop 
vitals/treatments 
 

 
Max conniption 

 watch tv (denial) –
‘hey ratbag, max 
needs your help!’ 
 

‘and then 
one night … 

18. Max falling 
longer slower, 

28. Animate death 
throws 
 
29. animate splash 
 

 Then one night 
dramatic steely 
sound; 
Death throws, slow 
mo falling sound fx.. 
splosh 

 Enviro, dust to dust 
message? other 
famous apple 
tragedies: newton, 
William tell/ William 
burroughs, pig’s 
mouth, etc  - post 
own ideas..? 

‘I cried … 1 30, 31.animate rain 
 

 Rain; 
Mourning ritual sfx; 
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32, 33, 34, 35  
+ origami boat; 
nice memories of 
max for secular 
response… 
use pet burial 
imagery..? 

Mock authority 
voice..for info? 

‘finally, the 
sky cleared 
… 

21. alien poo –
reposition fluff.. 
 
 

 
 

13. magnifying 
glass comes up at 
timeline point 
 

Birds twitter; 
Kids: no! no! yes! -in 
response to options 

  

‘thoughtlessly
, … 

22. finalise/resolve 
options and 
responses 

  If don’t have mock 
authority, have kids 
impro’ing over top 
of responses: 
cranky, cranky, 
cranky, etc 

  

‘carefully, I 
planted … 

23. growth factor 
info 
 
24. growing tip 

Forget growing tip? 
–instead have pot 
zoom closer with 
each click, then 
onto next page 
and ‘breaks’ thru 
cross section pot… 

15. Select each 
icon for growth 
before progresses 
to next pg. 
 
16. Each selections 
generates a little 
growth, 

Appropriate sfx for 
growing factors 

8. Growth factors (green message?) 
 

(soil zoom) 25. fix seed 
 
26. soil, bug buttons 
and info 

37, 38, 39. animate 
bugs 
 
40, 41, 42. animate 
growth 
 
43, 44, 45. animate 
pot explode, leaf 
growth. 

17. Cursor becomes 
mag glass. ?? 
 
18. buttons within 
buttons (soil, bug 
info) 

Sfx for zoom; 
Creepy crawly 
sounds for mag into 
soil; specific sfx for 
bug buttons; 
Growing, stretching 
sounds; 
Birds twitter thru sky, 
pot explodes, 

9. Soil, bug, enviro 
info 

Animate growth 
and room full of 
leaves –go closer in 
wide shot (or c/up 
on pot for 
explosion..?) for 
more dramatic 
zoom back for 
growth and/or few 
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Forget mag glass… 
all descriptions for 
over, click on seed 
to progress growth, 
then stem..?  

leaves unwrap, 
blossoms bling, 
bees buzz. 

leaves pushing 
cam back until final 
wide image; 
 (indicate 
somewhere 
that max is fertiliser.. 
dust to dust..) 
Cam movement 
ok? (how realise 
cam movement 
rather than seed 
movement..?) 

‘and before 
long, my 
room … 

 46. blossoms 
 
47. apples 

19. (bees) –arrows 
to move across and 
pollinate (with legs) 
… apples in wake, 
all flowers visited –
next pg 
-all move as one? 

busy bee sounds; 
 

  

‘and then 
many more 
apples … 

27. resolve text 
masks 

48. apples fill screen  apples pop   

‘and so we 
held a huge 
party … 

28. 
 
29. resolve wipe:  
 
33. cheers 
descriptors 
 
34. resolve apples 
and sparklers to 
mc’s  

49. click on apples 
for max 
geneology… 

  Sparklers, 
Party hubbub, then 
music spoon on 
glass prior to toast, 
kids: ‘to max!’ 
…Cheers synonyms 
–different accents 

 
11. cheers! 
synonyms 

 

‘who 
appeared … 

Epilogue: 
Further circle 

50, 51.    Glint sfx; 
Stretching morph 

 Various 
cultural/historical 
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symbols on click (+ 
descriptors); also 
central cycle as 
button which can 
click to progress… 
(scrap haiku 
explanation..?) 

sounds for central 
apple.. 

takes re infinity 
(symbols) 

 
40 stills/interactives        4 per day 10 days 

50 animations                 2 per day 25 days 
sound 10 days 
11 research 5 days 
Tighten timeline + other 6 days 
 56 days 

 
 
Santo: 4 -8 y/olds; contact Griffith ed re reading lists for target age… 
 
All Sound on/off; just music. 
 
Andi –re record budd for story intonation, cleaner sound, and articulation  
(key?) words become big as narrated.. 
contemp sign for road, apples bumping around individually; 
¾ nose/face for hongi, ¾ nose with tongue –less bum like and vibrating on singles… 
better walk cycle on banana gag.. 
sad and anger options small cycles animated later –eg. Sad rocking… 
blossoms cycle..(radiate..?) 
 
santo: it’s ok to be cranky –what can we do about it/now..?’ 
death –no graphic depictions –allude, metaphors –somehow articulate that seed continues after flesh has gone… 
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henrik: 
 page buttons bigger..?? vibrate/throb (zoom in, out) hot spots.. but andi: help button, still cranky about missing max....; SUGGESTS ALWAYS HAVE 
SOMETHING MOVING WHEN LOTS OF TEXT/DIALOGUE… 
 
ORIGAMI ANYWHERE? HAIKU ANYWHERE? –seasons, bugs..? maybe a haiku implying theme of perpetuation..? 
 
Henrik: scene wipe use alfa on scene (non) mask….  For rain mask and final max cycle -refer to layer as per banana;  
 
Mouse radiates… 
 
ANDI RE RESOLUTION, SCREEN DIMENSION FOR WEB..? 
 
Core theory –epilogue 
 
Max, simon –KISS; only  buddy voice … 
 
Andi: ditch haiku explanation; have various circle symbols…. 
 
2 eggs 
4oz butter (110gs) 
6 oz castor sugar (170gs) 
8 oz self r flr… 220gs 
1 teaspoon carb soda dissolved in 2 tablespoons of milk 
2 to 3 bananas. 
 
1 .5 if standard cake 
 
160deg (320 F) celcious 35-45mins 
 
mix altogether  
mash bananas with fork, and then stir  
 
melt table spoon butter, squezze or two leomn lemon juice 2 cups icing sugar until good consistency –add water if needed…  
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andi: 
rework hang in there icons 
need to review blind re functionality 
also need surveys from kids sem 2 
need help button … main narrative progresses via arrows, secondary identify (as play) … do I need to make hot spots more identifiable… or rely on 
intuitive responses..? 
rework bees to not be obligatory…? 
join dots –max word 
attach max hand for hi 5 
cut descriptive text by half –don’t try to tell everything –just hooks, engagement…  
intersection for steth –see heart (car aparts..?) 
more rocks for jewish bit..? 
is it a bug crawls away… 
snot between fingers… 
seed sequence –‘click to grow’..? 
 
(make clouds identifiable as hot spots..?)   
 
me –script for audio fade out with next page/button rather than harsh cuts…. 
 
Rapidshare 
 
College sfx -go/networks/my network/sfx 
 
Apple sayings etc: 
 
http://www.thesolutionsite.com/lesson/10902/applesayings.html 
 
http://www.usapple.org/consumers/applebits/sayings.cfm 
 
http://www.dltk-kids.com/crafts/miscellaneous/apple.html    (This one is good because its for kids especially) 
 
http://www.nsapples.com/teacher/t5osayng.htm (this is apple sayings, games etc - for kids too!) 
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Appendix 13: Learning areas, strategies, and media    

 
 
Learning areas: 

Nature/biology/seasons/life cycles/green consciousness 
Language/vocab/literacy (written/av) 
Comparative religion/cultures 
Socialisation  

 
Learning strategies: 

Narrative –arc/modes; empathy/projection; anthropomorphism; humour 
Play/discovery; puzzles/challenges 
Customisation/personalisation; (imaginative) contribution; participation; 
collaboration  (…..empowerment) 
(self-paced/directed; interactive; exploiting/fostering comp literacy; 
stylised/simple/reflexive imagery) 
 

Media: 
 Written/spoken word –books/‘readers’ 
 Games 
 Animation  
 
 
Identify narrative modes, themes, conflicts – what is the story about? 
It is about the journey of the protagonist (I) in accepting death and loss, about 
the choice (conflict) between (graceful) acceptance and denial, about the 
lesson of acceptance and patience and non-doing, faith that life (good) will 
return, that life is a circle, turn, turn, turn…  
Enhance the socialisation aspect…  
(Another related theme: diversity and the universal human experience… the 
common roots of religion/culture) 
 
nature/culture/socialisation … expressed through language … 
enhance cultural synonyms…. 
 
Try to avoid being to prescriptive – instead kids make choices with various 
consequences.. 
 
Rewards? – progression through story (only?); personalisation; creative 
contribution.. 
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